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How to Use the Lessons 
These lessons are designed with the objective of teaching students about the landless Métis, Cree, and Chippewa 
Indians in Montana between 1889 and 1916, while giving them an opportunity to do their own guided analysis of 
historical and primary source materials. (Note: Alignment to Montana Common Core Standards for Literacy in 
History/Social Studies follows the lessons.) 

Enduring Understandings 
After completing these lessons, students will understand that: 

1. The landless Indians of Montana come from three primary groups: the Cree, the Chippewa, and the Métis.

2. The press (i.e., the Anaconda Standard or Great Falls Tribune) played a crucial role in influencing public opinion
and government policies regarding the landless Indians.

3. The landless Indians faced extreme prejudice and repeated questions about their legitimacy, making it
difficult for them to get federal recognition or aid.

4. The landless Indians worked hard, though not always successfully, to maintain economic independence and
to gain political sovereignty.

5. There was a political tension in white culture between the desire to “civilize” the Indians and the racist belief
that Indians could not be civilized. Both positions were rooted in a lack of understanding or appreciation for
the Indians’ histories and cultures. At the same time, these conflicting ideologies complicated the way that
the public, the media and political leaders responded to Montana’s landless Indians.

No outside materials are required for the lessons, although there is a list of Additional Resources (print, web-
based, and museum), if teachers or students want to do further reading or research. If your class is using the 
Montana history textbook, Montana: Stories of the Land, this lesson would be most useful when you have finished 
Chapter 15—The Progressive Era. Students would greatly benefit from the background information it provides 
See Montana: Stories of the Land—Companion Website and Online Teachers Guide: https://mhs.mt.gov/
education/StoriesOfTheLand. Also, to assist with comprehension of unfamiliar terms, a link is provided within Part 
1—Historical Context to the US Department of the Interior: Indian Affairs FAQS site—http:// www.bia.gov/FAQs/. 

Overview 
The fourteen lessons are divided into two main parts: 

PART 1, Historical Context 

PART 2, Analysis Activities with four sub-groups: 

Analysis Activity A—Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chippewa, and Métis (A-1—A-4) 

Analysis Activity B—White Views on Landless Indians (B-1—B-2) 

Analysis Activity C—Deportation and Homelessness (C-1—C-3) 

Analysis Activity D—A Reservation is Created (D-1—D-4) 

• Note the map at the beginning of Part 1—Historical Context, showing areas of utilization in both Canada
and the United States by the Métis, Cree, and Chippewa Indians.

http://www.bia.gov/FAQs/
http://www.bia.gov/FAQs/
https://mhs.mt.gov/education/StoriesOfTheLand


     
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  

   

  

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

• Both the Historical Context and the Analysis Activities contain worksheets and all of the primary source  
documents and images necessary for analysis. 

• The historical and primary source materials are coordinated with the worksheets, organized, and labeled. 

• When necessary, a short section of HISTORICAL NOTES is included near the top of the worksheet to  
provide additional background or contextual information relevant to the primary sources being analyzed. 

• Each worksheet contains a series of specific questions tailored to the primary source(s) in order to  
facilitate the analysis. (For differentiated instruction needs, note which worksheets have fewer and/or less  
complex documents to be analyzed and questions to be answered.) 

• Through the analysis process, students will be able to utilize the historical documents and images to  
piece together a complex and detailed history of the landless Cree, Chippewa, and Métis in Montana. 

• It is vital for teaachers to read all lessons and view all primary source images and documents ahead of  
time. They offer unprecedented windows to specific years, often displaying racism and harshness, but also  
enduring humanity, showing students the reality of the history of landless Indian people in Montana.  
Viewing those realities through images and documents created between 1880 and 1916 enables students 
not only to be more authentically informed about the past, but also to understand the contemporary  
realities for the  descendants, many of whom are Montana citizens. 

• A timeline is provided for teacher reference. 

Note: It is critical for students’ understanding of the material to complete Part 1—Historical Context—before 
going on to the Analysis Activities, as it is the foundation for this unit. 

Lesson Implementation Options 
Timeline: Ideally, this lesson should take eight days; however, it can be condensed into one full 
week with homework. 

Students will work in groups for two days, then groups will present in order to the entire class. A summative 
assignment will be due the day after the presentations. 

Optional additional materials: a computer, projector, and screen. These are useful if teacher or presenting 
students want the class to see the documents being discussed. 

Teacher prep: Teacher should read and be familiar with all materials included in this unit. Make copies of 
primary documents (one per student per corresponding group) and worksheets (one per group A, B, C, D) and 
one per student for the Historical Context. 

Days 1-2: Introduction (Part 1- Historical Context) 

Teacher introduces lesson and makes sure students know what primary source documents are. Entire class works 
together on the Historical Context portion of the unit. If class does not complete this section entirely on Day 1, 
teacher should assign it as homework due at the beginning of class on Day 2. Alternatively, teacher could extend 
this section of the lesson by one day, thereby taking six to eight full days to complete the unit. 

Days 3-4: Group Working Days (Analysis Activities) 
Divide class into four groups: A, B, C, and D. Provide each group with the corresponding worksheets for that 
lettered group. Provide each student with all of the documents for that group. Make sure students also have their 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
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copies of the Historical Context material, as well as answers to the Historical Context Worksheet. Students will 
work for two days and take turns reading, discussing, and analyzing each document and filling in the analysis 
worksheets. They will need to stay on task to complete the work in two days (estimate two 50-minute periods). 
They need to be mindful that each student contributes in a meaningful way and is prepared to present their 
findings to the class. Students should read and discuss the documents aloud while answering the analysis 
questions on the related worksheets. 

Assessment: When students are finished with all documents and worksheets, they will write a one-page 
summary. Make sure students also have their copies of the Historical Context material, as well as answers to the 
Historical Context Worksheet. They will present this summary to the class on Day 4 or 5. 

Day 5-8: Presentation Days (group A, B, C, D,) 
Note: As time permits, Days 5-8 can be condensed into two days, with group A and B presenting on Day 5 and 
groups C and D presenting on Day 6. 

Students should show images of documents, particularly photos, to the class as they present. Each day one or 
more groups will present their findings to the entire class, taking about 10 to 15 minutes to do so, followed by 
questions. As each group presents, other students (not in that group) should take thorough notes on each 
group’s findings, using the summary questions to guide them. 

Assessment: At the end of each presentation, the presenting group will hand in their completed worksheets and 
their summary of findings. Homework: Students not in the presenting group will write at least two paragraphs 
explaining what they learned from each presenting group, or will answer the summative questions for that 
Section (ABCD). These will be due the following day at the beginning of class. 

At the end of Day 8, lead a class discussion about why it took over forty years to create the Rocky Boy Reservation. 
Point out that not all of the landless Indians were enrolled on the Rocky Boy Reservation (i.e., the Little Shell). 
Discuss why this might have been. 

Unit Assessment 
Students should be assessed on the following activities: 

• Participation in and completion of Historical Context portion of the lesson (10%); 

• Significant and meaningful participation in reading, completing section worksheets, discussing and analyzing 
group materials, and preparing the summary of findings (30%); 

• Participation in presentation to the class (15%); and 

• Thoughtful and detailed summaries of the other groups’ presentations/findings (15% each x 3 = 45%) 



 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
 

 
 

Background Information for Teachers 
Canadian and U.S. Areas of Utilization by Cree, Chippewa, and Métis People 

Blackfeet 
Reservation Rocky Boy • Havre Fort Peck 

Reservation Fort Berthold 
Reservation Fort Belknap 

Reservation 
Flathead • Fort Benton 

Reservation Great Falls • Little Shell Headquarters 

•Lewistown 
Birdseye 

• Helena 
Anaconda Montana Northern Cheyenne 

• • 
Reservation Butte 

Crow 
Reservation 

Frog Lake 

British Alberta Saskatchewan Manitoba Columbia 
Red River 
Settlement 

Turtle Mountain 
Reservation 

Reservation 

Spirit Lake 
Reservation 

 North Dakota 
Standing Rock

Reservation 

Landless Indians Timeline 
This timeline is provided as a reference for teachers. It highlights some of the events and circumstances that 
created a situation wherein thousands of indigenous and Métis (mixed-heritage) people became landless peoples 
unwanted or unclaimed by Canada or the United States. The expansion of these two colonialist nations into the 
West  put tribal cultures, political alliances, and land occupancy in jeopardy; it also superimposed a boundary that 
arbitrarily divided interrelated tribes, bands, and families. In their analysis of the historical documents in this 
lesson, students will uncover many of the events that occurred between 1885 and 1916, but this broader timeline 
may be useful to illuminate the situation of indigenous and Métis people prior to 1885, as well as to clarify why 
there are still landless Indians today. 

Approximately 1670s – 1850s: Indigenous nations within the interior of North America have full autonomy to 
make political, economic, social, or personal alliances between themselves or with European traders who are 
moving westward from the Great Lakes region. European traders, hunters, and explorers encounter, trade with, 
employ and intermarry with Chippewa, Assiniboine, Dakota, and Cree people from present-day Minnesota, 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and North Dakota. These tribes form trading alliances with tribes further west, such as 
the Blackfeet and Kootenai. By the mid-1700s, some of the Métis (mixed-heritage) offspring of European and 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Landless Indians (continued) 

indigenous marriages work as fur trappers, tanners, and translators for the European-owned trading companies. 
Tribes, traders, and Métis communities are highly mobile and use ancient trade routes throughout the interior of 
the continent, largely uninhibited in their movements, until the 1850s.  

From the mid-1700s through the 1800s: Trading and inter-settlement lead to epidemics of small pox, measles, 
scarlet fever, and other infectious diseases of European origins for which indigenous populations had no 
immunity. These epidemics diminish tribal populations. In some cases, surviving bands are so small that they join 
other tribes and form new military and political alliances. 

1804-6: Following the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, whereby the United States claims ownership of the interior of 
the continent west of the Mississippi River, Lewis and Clark set out to explore these lands. On their journey, they 
identify 70 lodges of Cree-Assiniboines, Chippewas, and “half-breeds” (Métis) at a Mandan Village, indicating that 
these tribal groups are well-established along the major river routes in the Northern Plains.  

1827-33: American fur companies establish forts (including Fort Union on what becomes the North Dakota-
Montana border and Fort Mackenzie at present-day Fort Benton) to trade with a confederation of Cree, 
Chippewa, and Assiniboine bands called the “Iron Alliance.” 

1841: A colony of Red River Métis settle near Father Jean-Pierre DeSmet’s mission in the Bitterroot Valley of 
present-day western Montana. The Métis frequently intermarry and/or trade with tribes in this region, including 
the Salish and Kootenai. 

1850s: The United States negotiates treaties with numerous tribes in the Montana region, including the Fort 
Laramie Treaties of 1851 and 1868, and the Stevens Treaties of 1855, establishing boundaries around specific 
tribally-occupied lands and identifying other areas as common hunting grounds and/or lands relinquished by 
the tribes. Roughly half of present-day Montana is reserved for the Blackfeet, Gros Ventre (A’aninin), Assiniboine, 
and Sioux tribes, but this northern reservation is severely reduced by later Executive Orders and Agreements up 
through 1896. (For an example, see the interactive map of Blackfeet lands at http://trailtribes.org/greatfalls/ 
shrinking-reservation.htm. Much of these lands were also occupied by other tribes, not exclusively by the 
Blackfeet and their relatives.) 

1862: Montana’s gold rush begins, with American miners, settlers, and explorers trespassing into lands secured 
by tribes through treaties. The gold rush sets in motion armed conflicts between indigenous people trying to 
protect their lands and would-be settlers hoping to expand onto what they see as the “Western frontier.” 

1863: The U.S. government and the Pembina Chippewa Tribe (including Chief Little Shell) enter into the Old 
Crossing Treaty. This treaty forced the Pembinas to relinquish their lands in Minnesota and created an option for 
“half-breeds” to homestead on 160 acres on the ceded lands for five years. 

1864: President Lincoln creates Montana Territory. 

1869-70: The Red River Uprising forces Canada to acknowledge the existence of French/Scottish/Métis settlements 
and leads to the creation of “Assiniboa,” ostensibly a new semi-autonomous entity inhabited by over 600,000 Métis 
people and their political allies. Métis leader Louis Riel figures prominently in this uprising. Canada almost 
immediately disregards the agreement and begins asserting British-Canadian authority over what it considers its 
own province (Manitoba), encouraging British-Canadian settlements within the region that had been designated as 
Métis land. 

http://trailtribes.org/greatfalls/shrinking-reservation.htm
http://trailtribes.org/greatfalls/shrinking-reservation.htm


     
 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Landless Indians (continued) 

1872-74: The British-Canadian and American International Boundary Commissions survey their national 
boundaries, with Métis serving as translators, guides, and laborers, from Lake of the Woods (Ontario/Minnesota) 
to the Rocky Mountains. The new international boundary ignores centuries-long patterns of travel of the highly 
mobile indigenous and Métis communities. The boundary’s creation also superimposes arbitrary Canadian or 
American “claims” to these populations while dividing interrelated bands and even families on different sides of 
the “Medicine Line.” 

1860s-1870s: Increasing armed conflicts between trespassing American settlers and the indigenous people of 
the Northern Plains prompt increasing military interventions. Wars, like the Great Sioux War and Nez Perce War, 
lead to the confinement of most Indians on reservations and increased military presence throughout Montana 
Territory. These wars also create a refugee population of Nez Perce, Lakota, and Northern Cheyenne in Canada. 

1879: Métis families found the community that becomes Lewistown, Montana. This same year, Fort Assiniboine is 
established to guard the U.S.-Canadian border and to prevent both Indians and Métis people from freely traveling 
throughout the region, as they had always done before the border existed. 

1870s-1880s: The U.S. Army patrols ceded and un-ceded lands in an attempt to contain all Indians onto 
reservations, while also seeking to deport encampments of “Canadian” Indians and the French-speaking Métis to 
Canada, regardless of the actual geographical origins or tribal connections of these inter-related groups. 

1883-84: Fewer than 200 bison remain on the Plains. Many members of the northern tribes die during the 
“Starvation Winter,” including up to half of the Blackfeet Tribe. 

1885: After the Canadian government repeatedly violates its agreement with the Métis community—and in 
response to ongoing starvation and suffering—Métis political leaders Gabriel Dumont and Louis Riel help 
organize a resistance to defend their rights and territory against the British-Canadian government. Canadian 
forces defeat them in what is commonly known as the Northwest Rebellion. Hundreds of Métis people and their 
Cree, Chippewa, and other allies flee across the “Medicine Line” (the Canadian/U.S. border) to Montana, where 
many have relatives. Some form self-sufficient communities along the Rocky Mountain Front. Little Bear’s 
Chippewa-Cree band is captured and retained at Fort Assiniboine until President Grover Cleveland orders their 
release in 1886. 

1889: Montana becomes a state. Some white Montanans harbor the misperception that all landless Indians 
throughout the state are “renegade Canadian Crees” from the Northwest Rebellion and demand their deportation. 
Other Montanans empathize with the plight of the landless Indians and urge the state and federal government to 
provide them land. 

1896: After two unsuccessful attempts in five years, the United States Congress passes the Cree Deportation Act 
of 1896. General Pershing deports over 500 “Crees” to Alberta, many of whom are actually members of other 
tribes, or are Métis, and were born on the American side of the U.S.-Canadian border. Most return to Montana. 

1890s-early 1900s: Montana registers many Métis livestock brands. Some Métis families file homestead claims; 
others work as day laborers throughout the state or are employed by members of the Crow Tribe. However, most 
landless Indians and many Métis live in marginal circumstances. 

1908-1913: At the urging of prominent Montanans and tribal leaders, attempts are made to create a reservation 
in historic Valley County in 1908. The plan is defeated by the owner of the Great Northern Railway. Similarly, 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Landless Indians (continued) 

attempts to provide allotments for landless Indians on other Montana reservations fail despite general approval 
by tribal leaders. Instead, government-designated “surplus” lands on the Crow and Flathead Reservations are 
opened up to white homesteaders. 

1913-15: Fort Assiniboine is transferred to the Department of Interior. 

1916: Public Law 261 establishes the Rocky Boy’s Reservation for “Rocky Boy’s Band of Chippewas and such other 
homeless Indians of the State of Montana.” Rocky Boy himself dies of starvation and pneumonia two months 
before the reservation is established. 

1917: Indian Agent, James McLaughlin creates “an official enrollment list” for the new reservation of 425 people, 
more than 200 fewer people than were listed on an earlier enrollment list, leaving many Indians still landless. 

1921-24: Joe Dussome and others create a formal organization, the Landless Indians of Montana, to advocate for 
those who remained off the rolls at Rocky Boy. Many of LIM’s members were direct descendants of Little Shell’s 
band of Chippewa Indians (who were left off the rolls of the Turtle Mountain Reservation because they were in 
Montana hunting), and LIM later becomes known as the Little Shell Tribe of Chippewa Indians of Montana. 

1935: Approximately 35,500 acres of land is added to the Rocky Boy’s Reservation; twenty-three families and ten 
unmarried people are adopted into the reservation’s Chippewa-Cree Tribe. 

1949: The Landless Indians of Montana group asks Montana governor John W. Bonner to support “that lands be 
granted . . . by the federal government to care for the 4,000 to 5,000 Chippewas now living at several places in 
Montana.” No action is taken to accomplish this goal. 

1955: Montana’s congressional delegation submits a joint resolution to Congress to “resume and initiate an 
adequate program of recognition, education, and rehabilitation [for the] descendants of Chief Little Shell’s Band 
of Chippewa Indians,” many of whom are living in or near Great Falls. 

1974: The Indian Claims Commission rejects the claim of the Little Shell Chippewa and the Rocky Boy’s Chippewa 
Cree Tribes that they held Aboriginal title to lands included within the 1855 Stevens Blackfoot Treaty. 

1978: The Department of Interior Bureau of Indian Affairs creates new regulations outlining a federal recognition 
process. The Little Shell petition again. 

2003: State of Montana recognizes the Little Shell tribe. The fight for federal recognition continues. Follow the 
status of the Little Shell Restoration Act: https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s161 

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s161


     
 

 

 

Part 1 - Historical Context 

Annuities General Allotment Act of 1887 
(Dawes Act, allotment, allotted) 

Reservation 

Assimilation era Indigenous 

Inherent sovereignty 
Severalty 

Assimilation, assimilationist 
Medicine Line Treaty agreement 

Autonomy Métis 

Public domain Ward 

Boarding schools Rations 

Familiarity with the following terms found throughout both Part 1—Historical Context and Part 2— 
Analysis Activities will assist with your understanding of the material presented. As you come upon 
each term, close reading of the text will give you clues to meaning. (Also, for additional information, 
refer to the US Department of the Interior: Indian Affairs FAQS site—http://www.bia.gov/FAQs/.) 

Introduction 
A few months before Montana became a state, the Fort Benton River Press printed an editorial complaining about 
the “half-breed” Indians who, lacking a reservation of their own, were camped in scattered locations across the 
state. 

Who were the so-called “roaming half-breeds” referred to in this article? Where did they come from, and why 
didn’t they have a reservation as other tribes in Montana did at this time? Why did they wander, and how did they 
survive? Why was the press so negative in its treatment of them? Did they remain homeless, or were they able to 
secure land of their own? To begin to answer these questions, and more, it is important to have an understanding 
of the historical context of this situation. 

Federal Indian Policy: An Era of Assimilation (1880s–1920s) 
The federal government negotiated several key treaties with Montana tribes between 1850 and 1887. These 
government-to-government agreements recognized Indian nations as sovereign (independent and self-
governing) nations and set territorial boundaries. In these treaties, the United States traded permission to build 
roads, railroads, and settlements on Indian land in return for the promise of food, supplies, or funds (annuities). In 
later periods, the press often portrayed rations or other support that the Bureau of Indian Affairs provided tribes 
as handouts. In reality, these annuities were negotiated payments, provided in exchange for access to Indian land. 

After the Civil War, the government agency responsible for Indian affairs shifted from the Department of War to 
the Interior Department. A Commissioner of Indian Affairs was appointed to oversee matters involving federally 
recognized tribes in the United States. Treaties between tribes and the federal government had already reduced 
tribal lands to a fraction of tribal territories, and by the 1880s the reservations themselves had been shrunk by 
millions of acres in Montana alone as the United States sought to gain more and more Indian land. Along the 
U.S.–Canadian border, for instance, where the Blackfeet Reservation once spread for hundreds of miles, there 
were now millions of acres of public domain (land now belonging to the U.S. government). Indigenous peoples 
were almost entirely confined to their designated reservations, while the United States began implementing a 
new federal Indian policy: assimilation. 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

Assimilationist policies intended once and for all to destroy indigenous cultures by remaking Indian people in the 
image of white Americans. The Dawes Act (or General Allotment Act) of 1887 enabled the federal government to 
fragment communal reservation lands into individually owned allotments and to open up the not allotted 
portions for settlement by white immigrants, in disregard of most of the treaties made between tribes and the 
federal government. Industrial training facilities and boarding schools, operated by the government or by church 
missions, separated indigenous youth from their elders. The objectives of such institutions were to teach 
indigenous children to speak English, to look and behave like white American youth, and to prepare them for 
domestic or industrial labor in the American economy. Most of all, the boarding schools prevented older 
generations of tribal peoples from passing down their culture, knowledge, and values to their children and 
grandchildren. At the same time, indigenous spiritual ceremonies and socio-cultural customs were outlawed or 
replaced with American holidays, European cultural traditions, and Christian institutions. 

Although a small percentage of indigenous people, mainly from eastern tribes, had become American citizens by 
this time, the vast majority of Indians, especially those in the West, were considered by the United States to be 
wards of the federal government. The United States claimed it was for the betterment of Indians that they be 
wards who would depend on the paternalistic guidance of the government in the same way a young child is 
dependent on a parent. In this way, the United States undermined the inherent sovereignty of tribes. This position 
was expressed in the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior in 1892 and continued throughout the 
Assimilation Era: 

The reservation system and the continuance of tribal relations have been broken to such a degree that 
what remains of these obstacles to the Indian’s progress is light and easily removed. The reservations have 
been purchased and converted into settlements after due allotments to the Indians in sufficient 
quantities to enable each of them to have a farm, and this, with a constant suppression of the influence 
attempted to be exercised by chiefs or head men, has developed among these people a sense of the 
importance of the individual, an appreciation of his power to take care of himself and of the necessity 
that it should be exercised. 

—Annual Report of Secretary of the Interior, June 30, 1892, page viii. 

The New State of Montana 
Prior to 1889, the abundant bison, elk, antelope, and deer populations—noted by Lewis and Clark—had been 
almost completely obliterated as frontiersmen, prospectors, fortune seekers, and the railroads pushed into the 
West. The new state of Montana, a child of the gold rush, offered its recently acquired lands up for homesteading 
to the urban population from the East and Midwest as well as newly arriving European immigrants who longed to 
fulfill their destinies as prosperous, land-owning citizens. For them Montana glowed with possibilities for 
achieving economic stature and prosperity: mining, railroad, and timber industries demanded workers, while 
successful ranchers and farmers could easily secure land and prosper. 

American beliefs about race at this time were still firmly hierarchical, and many Americans did not believe Indians 
or Métis people deserved the same property or rights as European Americans. A free Indian population—that is, 
Indian or Métis (mixed heritage) peoples who were not confined to reservations but instead inhabited portions of 
the newly acquired public domain—embodied, in the minds of whites, an economic and social threat so far as 
these Indians and Métis people might want what the settlers and industrialists themselves wanted: land, 
resources, and a home to call their own. The idea of the public domain—land now belonging to the federal 
government but potentially available for white settlement and industrial development—was central to the 
colonization of the state. Once this land and its resources had been taken from the Indian tribes, through legal or 
illegal means, settlers and the government abhorred the idea that any of it might return to tribal ownership. 



     
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
  

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

The U.S. government and many American people often referred to the presence of indigenous inhabitants as the 
“Indian problem,” because they presented an obstacle to complete colonization of the lands inside the U.S. border 
by European Americans. Tribes on the reservations were considered “in progress,” while Indians who had no 
reservation of their own were viewed with suspicion and negativity by most Montanans. In general, many white 
Americans and the government believed that American Indians would eventually cease to exist: either through a 
gradual demise of the population or, as was the theory in the Progressive Era, through assimilation. 

The Landless Indians: Cree, Chippewa, and Métis 
It is in this historical context that the landless Indians in Montana became what the state called an “Indian 
problem,” confounding the federal government and revealing many contradictions between the assimilationist 
policies of the Progressive Era and the manner in which the state and the federal government handled this complex 
situation. Complicating the issue of their landlessness was the fact that some of these Indians had been born in 
Canada, and the U.S. government was very reluctant to acknowledge its own responsibility toward them when they 
were in the United States. 

Train of Métis carts, Lewistown, Montana. The building on the left is the residence and office of Dr. W. F. Hanson. On the porch are George T. Bach and 
his sister, Emily. The exact date is not known, but it appears to be about 1885. Photograph by W. H. Culver, Maiden, Montana. MHS Photo Archives 
Collection 950-583. 

The landless Indians and Métis in Montana had origins on both sides of the “Medicine Line” and came from 
several different tribes, primarily Cree and Chippewa, but also Assiniboine, Dakota, Gros Ventre (White Clay), and 
others. They had relatives in west-central Canada, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Montana, some of whom were 
enrolled on reservations at Turtle Mountain and Spirit Lake. Generations of Cree and Chippewa Indians had 
served as interpreters and guides for explorers, missionaries, and fur traders, and they had often intermarried 
with French and Scottish newcomers (also, but to a lesser extent, with English and Irish frontiersmen) as well as 
with other tribes (Dakota, Assiniboine, and Gros Ventre, for example). By the mid-1800s, the Métis (“mixed”) 
people occupied an extensive territory on both sides of the U.S.– Canadian border. Established trade routes 
throughout Montana were well known to all of these groups, and intermarriage between tribes was common. 

Some of the first documented Métis families to arrive here settled in what is now central Montana as early as the 
1870s and began establishing communities. Lewistown is one of the many towns settled by Métis people. Many 
were descendents of the fur trade, but others were people displaced by the westward-expanding populations in 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

Canada and the United States. Other Métis and Cree families arrived in the late 1880s, coming from Minnesota, 
North Dakota, and western Canada. Some of these people had participated in the Northwest Rebellion of 1885 in 
Canada. At the time, mixed-heritage people in Canada did not have the same rights as other people and could 
not own land. Louis Riel was an educated, articulate Métis man who championed the idea of a Métis homeland in 
Canada. In 1885, Riel who was living in Montana, was asked by a fellow Métis (Gabriel Dumont) to help lead a 
resistance by the Métis and some Cree bands against the British Canadian government, with whom they had a 
long-standing conflict. The resistance failed, and the government hanged Riel. Fearing the fate of their leader, 
many Métis and Cree people who had participated in the resistance soon crossed the Medicine Line and 
re-settled in Montana, where many of them had relatives. They established their own communities of log cabins, 
farms, churches, and schools mainly along the Rocky Mountain Front—an area they were already familiar with 
because of its ancient trade routes. 

The Métis had a syncretic culture—a distinct culture made from the blending of French, Scottish, Chippewa, Cree, 
and other cultures and yet maintaining its own unique characteristics. Many of the Métis were Catholic and were 
literate in both French and Cree (which has its own written language). They frequently worked as trappers, 
laborers, and farmers, and were (and still are) known for their musical talents. Louis Riel, for instance, was not just 
a leader in the Métis resistance; he was also a poet, a political activist for Métis rights, and an outspoken critic of 
the whiskey trade. He had been a teacher at St. Peter’s Mission school west of Cascade, Montana, before returning 
to Canada to help lead the resistance, and had become an American citizen while living in Helena, Montana. 
(Many prominent Helena citizens had protested the Canadian government’s swift execution of Riel, but their 
protestations were ignored by the British Canadian government.) 

In addition to the Métis, Cree Indians made up a significant portion of the landless population. One Cree band 
was led by Little Bear, one of the participants in the Frog Lake Uprising in Canada and the Northwest Rebellion. 
Not all of the Cree in Montana were rebellion participants. Many were displaced Crees who had been pushed 
farther and farther west over time. 

The other significantly large group of landless Indians was the 
Chippewas, most of whom, like their leader, Rocky Boy, came to 
Montana from North Dakota. Many of the Chippewas were enrolled 
tribal members at the Turtle Mountain Reservation who had left to seek 
a living elsewhere. 

One thing is for certain: by 1889, neither the Métis, nor the Cree, nor the 
Chippewa were strangers to Montana. All of them had been present 
here since before the time of statehood and had intermarried with 
Assiniboine, Dakota, and other tribes. However, because this intertribal 
alliance did not have treaties with the U.S. government—treaties that 
could acknowledge their claim to specific lands in Montana—they had 
no reservation(s) in this state. Making matters more difficult for them 
was the fact that in the minds of many white Montanans, all landless 
Indians were of one make: “renegade Crees” escaped from Canada after 
the failed Riel Rebellion and, therefore, not deserving of U.S. support. 

Little Bear, a Pembina Chippewa and Cree chief, was born  
in Canada and participated in the 1885 Northwest  
Rebellion. He was related to Chief Rocky Boy by marriage  
and served as an early political leader of landless Indians.  
He died in 1921. 

Little Bear. By T. E. Ronne. Text on back of painting:   
“Little Bear, Cree Indian Chief Painted from Life At Billings  
Mont 1907.” MHS artifact x1954.14.01. 

The Role of the Press 
Industries such as mining, railroads, timber, and ranching relied on 
unhampered access to and control of natural resources. They also 
depended on a steady influx of settlers to provide the necessary supply 
of laborers for their prosperity and growth. At this time, a relatively small 
number of white men owned or controlled the majority of the industries 

https://x1954.14.01


     
 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

in the state, and often were financially involved in multiple industrial 
endeavors at the same time. For instance, the largest mines in the state 
were those in Butte owned by the “Copper Kings”: William Andrews 
Clark and Marcus Daly. At the turn of the century, non-English-speaking 
immigrants made up over one-fourth of Butte’s population, and Butte’s 
mines employed thousands of laborers from dozens of national origins. 
Clark and Daly made many millions of dollars from their mines and also 
profited from the timber companies and railroads they owned. 

Rocky Boy, whose name is more accurately translated as   
Stone Child, was a Chippewa chief who led the effort to  
gain a reservation for landless Indians in Montana. Rocky  
Boy died in 1916, months before an Executive Order  
granted him and his people the land they had been  
fighting for. Rocky Boy. By Joe Scheuerle, 1912, Blackfeet  
Reservation, Montana. MHS artifact L2008.03.07. Lent by  
the family of Joseph Scheuerle and used here with  
permission. 

Both Clark and Daly also owned newspapers, but Daly, the owner of the 
Anaconda Company, owned the largest and most influential paper in 
the state: the Anaconda Standard. The Anaconda Standard rivaled the 
largest newspapers in the country from cities like New York and 
Chicago. Daly made sure his paper had state-of-the-art equipment, a 
limitless budget, and a well-trained staff. The Anaconda Standard also 
had special correspondents throughout Montana, and its own 
Washington bureau to report on national affairs and offer advice to 
national politicians. Most newspapers in the West were limited to their 
local communities, but thanks to the railways, the Anaconda Standard 
was available in several major metropolitan centers, where urban 
Americans could read the latest news of the frontier West as well as 
national and international affairs. 

As the state’s preeminent newspaper and as the voice of the Anaconda 
Company, the Anaconda Standard exerted the full force of its authority 
and influence on the financial and political matters in the state. Daly was 
known to instruct his editors to pull out all the stops when confronting a rival businessman or promoting the 
interests of his industries. Many of the smaller papers in the state took their cue from the powerful Anaconda 
Standard, ensuring that the public, local and state governments, and federal officials paid attention to its views. 

In its approach to Indian-related issues, the Anaconda Standard was very much in line with the federal attitude 
toward Indians at the time: tribal peoples needed to be “bettered” through the processes of “civilizing” them and 
divesting them of their tribal ways. Until they could be assimilated, the government felt, Indians should be kept on 
the reservations where they could be controlled and gradually acculturated. However, one of the locations where 
different groups of landless Cree and Chippewa Indians frequently made their home, at least during part of the 
year, was Butte, where they camped out on the flats south of town near the city dump and slaughterhouse. The 
presence of Indians living in the vicinity or even in Butte proper was not an anomaly, but the arrival in the late 
1880s of a rather large group of impoverished Indians not previously residing there vexed the cosmopolitan city. 

The situation distressed the Anaconda Standard to such an extent that the paper became almost completely 
intolerant of these homeless individuals and frequently attacked them. Between 1889 and 1916 (the year that the 
Rocky Boy Reservation was finally established), the Anaconda Standard was a vociferous critic of the a freely 
mobile Indian population, often magnifying or exaggerating the negative qualities or actions of landless Indians. 

The outcome, of course, was that white Montanans generally perceived landless Indians as an ever-hovering 
threat—economically, socially, morally, and physically—and pushed for deportation of all landless Indians, 
regardless of national origin, to Canada. In 1896 they succeeded, only to have the deported Indians return and 
rebuild their communities. When the landless Indians had chances of acquiring a reservation or allotments of 
their own, the press spoke loudly against the loss of the public domain to Indians. Papers such as the Anaconda 
Standard increased their dehumanizing attacks against the Indians and flexed their powers of persuasion on 
federal authorities. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

The heavy influence of the press revealed and cemented white 
prejudice against the landless Indians. This prejudice determined to a 
large extent the actions of the federal government with regards to their 
situation. For the landless Métis and Indian bands, such opposition 
meant that their people, increasingly impoverished and destitute, 
would wander the state for over three decades in an effort to survive 
while striving against enormous odds to acquire a permanent home for 
themselves and future generations. 

Anaconda Standard, December 31, 1899, page 6. 
The Anaconda Standard boasted a large readership and a wide distribution area. By 
1908, the cities in which it was available daily at the newsstands, in addition to 
those listed in the 1899 masthead, were New York, Detroit, St. Paul, Minneapolis, 
Kansas City, Los Angeles, San Diego, Ogden, Spokane, Tacoma, Portland, and Seattle. 

Colonel Wilbur Fisk Sanders on Main Street, Butte, Montana. Individual Indians, such as these, were not uncommon in towns in Montana. This 
photograph was likely taken around 1880-1890. MHS Research Center Photo Archives, PAc 2008-33 1. Photographer and exact date unknown. 



     
 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

“Without Country or Tribe” (newspaper article), Fort Benton 
River Press, June 26, 1889 (page4). 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

“The Uplift of the Indian: A Practical Experiment” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, 
April 4, 1909 (page 1). 

Washington Bureau of 
the Standard 

WASHINGTON, D.C., April 1-A sociological 
experiment of far-reaching proportions and 
significance, probably the first of its kind in 

history, is being conducted by the United States government 
in the application of the Leupp idea to the long vexatious 
Indian problem. It involves the making of full-fledged 
citizens, within a generation or less, out of the raw material 
of savages and the semi-civilized. The traditional policy 
of the government towards the Indian has been practically 
reversed and the Indian is placed in the midst of that same 
struggle for food and the other necessaries of life that makes 
good white citizens. It is an experiment upon a vast scale 

and it is working like a charm because it is based upon 
sound common sense. It is a hard-headed, hard-hitting 
application of the philosophy of the hungry stomach which 
has been the most potent civilizing factor in the history of 
the world. 

Four years ago, Francis E. Leupp was appointed 
commissioner of Indian affairs by President Roosevelt. It 
marked the beginning of an almost revolutionary treatment 
of the Indian problem. For about a century, the United 



     
 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

States government, when not fighting with the Indians, 
had been treating them as helpless, irresponsible wards, 
a policy that has cost millions of dollars, was fruitful 
of unsavory scandals, and resulted only in pauperizing 
and demoralizing a vanishing race of noble character 
and splendid possibilities. Cooped up on a reservation, 
given free rations and little incentive to labor, treated as 
a race alien in interests and ideals to those of the white 
man, robbed by the unscrupulous, deluded by unwise and 
impractical philanthropists, viewed as scarcely human, it 
is little wonder that at the beginning of this century the 
Indian was fast becoming a race of parasites and paupers, 
absorbing little more that the vices from the white man’s 
civilization. His splendid traits of character were rapidly 
disappearing in an environment that fitted him only for 
the poorhouse. The deplorable effects of this mistaken 
policy were recognized in a perfunctory, ineffective way 
from time to time, but little or nothing was done to bring 
about the sweeping and vitally needed reforms demanded 
by the situation until Mr. Leupp brought to the office of 
commissioner of Indian affairs the ripe results of long and 
patient study of the problem in the field, face to face with 
the Indian on the reservation, in the tepee and at the council 
fire. The gratifying results wrought by the “Leupp idea” in 
the brief four years Mr. Leupp has administered the affairs 
of the office give good basis for the prediction that before 
the present generation passes away the Indian problem will 
be of historical and academic interest only. The solution 
has been found and put to work. Mr. Leupp has resigned 
his position, to take effect this spring, but during his 
administration of the office he has cleared the ground and 
pointed the way, blazing a trail which his successors must 
necessarily follow. 

To fit the Indian for complete American citizenship, to make 
of the pampered pauper a self-supporting, self-respecting 
member of the community, to wipe out the racial fetish and 
to give the Indian all the white man’s privileges, rights 
and responsibilities are the foundation principles of the 
“Leupp idea” of solving the Indian problem. This means 
the abolition of free rations; it means the wiping out of the 
reservations and the allotment of Indian lands in severalty 
to the Indians; it means the abolition of tribal relations 

and the practical education of the Indian in the work of 
making a living for himself and his family; it means the 
absorption of the Indian into the life of the community 
as he becomes a whiter man in all but color, and finally, 
it means the disappearance of the Indian problem itself. 
The hungry stomach as the most powerful civilizing factor 
might, perhaps, be taken as the corner stone of Mr. Leupp’s 
policy. It has proved marvelously successful in bringing 
the Indian within the scope of the economic regime. 

Since the establishment of the large Indian reservations in 
the far West, half a century and more ago, slice after slice 
has been taken from them as the tide of white settlement 
swept into the frontier states and territories. Many of the 
reservations by 1905 had been reduced to a mere fraction 
of their original extent, robbing the Indians of their hunting 
grounds. But the reductions that had been made were in 
response to the insistent demands of the land-hungry white 
settlers. But it is an entirely different viewpoint that Mr. 
Leupp takes in urging the abolition of the reservations. 
He advocates this measure in order that the Indians’ tribal 
relations may be broken up so that the grip of circumstance 
may make them self-supporting. Since he has been 
commissioner of Indian affairs a dozen reservations, in 
whole or in part, have been opened to settlement; about 
21,000 Indians have been allotted land in severalty, and 
steps have been taken to open to settlement practically all 
of the remaining Indian reservations. A few years more 
and nearly all of them will be wiped off the map. 

With the disappearance of the reservations will go the 
great handicap of tribal relations, with the powerful and 
generally malign influence of the medicine man, clearing 
the ground for civilization. Already the younger generation, 
more receptive of white man’s ideas than the older Indian, 
is beginning to laugh at the superstitions and pretensions 
of the medicine man, and when an institution is made the 
target for ridicule it is in-decay and its power is slipping 
away. The medicine man is no longer coddled and cajoled, 
as has generally been the case in the past. He is made to 
understand that he must obey the law, which is the same 
for the Indian and for the white man. The same tactful 
policy of even justice for both the Indian and the white 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

man, under the same law, has been sufficient to abolish 
the evil features of the Indian dances. It is an appeal to the 
Indian’s pride and sense of fairness that is more effective 
than calling out the troops. 

The abolition of the system of free rations was begun 
under Commissioner Jones and has been extended by 
Commissioner Leupp until today no Indians, except the 
crippled and dependent or those in places were no work 
can be got, feed upon the government’s charity. The 
cardinal economic law that if a man eat he must first 
work is now the law for every able-bodied Indian. Under 
the regime of free rations the Indian lived a pauperized, 
parasitical life. Under the regime of work, that teaches that 
labor and a full stomach are economic cause and effect the 
Indian is winning back the typically proud self-respect and 
resourcefulness of character that was rapidly disappearing 
through the coddling of free rations. 

It is a fundamental feature of the Leupp policy that if the 
Indian problem is to be solved by making the Indians 
citizens they must be trained to responsibility in practically 
the same rough, stern methods by which the white man 
is trained. As far as it is possible and practicable, the 
Indian is being placed upon his own responsibility and 
resources. Protected from fraud and imposition, the 
Indian is being forced to learn the white man’s way in the 
school of experience. It is because of the valuable training 
it gives them that Commissioner Leupp is permitting 
and encouraging a large number of the more advanced 
Indians to negotiate the leases of their own lands and, 
within certain necessary limitations, to manage their own 
business affairs. As fast as possible, the swaddling clothes 
of wardship are being stripped away and the Indian is 
taught to walk alone. It is the curriculum of Mr. Leupp’s 
primary class in applied economics. Already the leaven is 
beginning to work, particularly among the generation, and 
for more than three years past Indians have been profitably 
employed upon railroad construction, irrigation projects, 
road building and at agricultural labor. 

Another vitally important education reform of Mr. Leupp’s 
has been the campaign against non-reservation schools. He 

has wisely contended that the education of the Indian for 
ultimate citizenship should be mainly of a practical nature, 
designed to make the Indian self-supporting by training 
his native abilities. That is the one great need now, and to 
accomplish the greatest good the Indian school must be 
upon the reservation in the midst of the people it seeks to 
uplift. Here it becomes not only an educational center, but 
also a civic and social center which ministers not along to 
the young, but also it directly teaches and uplifts the ideals 
of the entire tribe. Again, this is the application of sound 
common sense to a definite end and congress is beginning 
to see the wisdom of the plan. As a general rule, when the 
pupil leaves the big non-reservation schools, which are 
maintained at great expense, and returns to his tribe, he 
soon drifts back into the old ways. And the worst feature 
of this backsliding is that this educated Indian carries back 
to his tribe and people not one singly effective message of 
civilization. That is the pity of it, and it is the wasteful evil 
of the system. 

“The key to the whole Indian problem,” says Mr. Leupp, 
“is to remember that the Indian is a man like the rest of us, 
and that the danger lies in treating him as a thing apart and 
in inventing artificial methods in dealing with him.” 

This is the basis of the new Indian policy that is devoted to 
saving the sturdy character of the Indian and to tactfully and 
naturally leading him along the path of normal evolution 
toward the ideals of American citizenship in which the 
Indian as a problem will become a historic memory. That 
is the Leupp idea. 
(Note: article continues but is cropped here.) 
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Gov. Norris’s submission to Stories of the States, March 11, 1910 (pages 1 and 2, and final 
paragraph). MHS MC 35:16/7 Montana Governors Papers. 
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Part 1—Historical Context Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
• “Without Country or Tribe” (newspaper article), Fort Benton River Press, 

June 26, 1889 (page 4). 

• “The Uplift of the Indian: A Practical Experiment” (newspaper article), 
Anaconda Standard, April 4, 1909 (page 1). 

• Excerpt from Gov. Norris’s submission to the book Stories of the States (essay) 
sent to Joe Mitchell, editor of The National Magazine. Prepared by the governor’s 
secretary for Gov. Norris. March 11, 1910. MHS MC 35:16/7 Montana Governors Papers. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. What are the three main groups who made up the landless Indians, and where did each group come from? 

2. Why did the press tend to refer to all three groups as Cree? 

3. “Without Country or Tribe” alleges that the landless people “recognize no government as theirs and 
acknowledge no tribal relations.” What evidence does it present to support this? 

4. How does the article from the Fort Benton River Press characterize the Métis (people of mixed heritage), and 
how are some of these depictions based on a belief in the racial inferiority of the “Indians”? 

5. What do the last two sentences in “Without Country or Tribe” imply, in your interpretation? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

6. “The Uplift of the Indian” re-states a common mistake—that reservation tribes received “free rations.” Why, in 
fact, were tribes supposed to receive rations from the federal government? 

7. What are nine basic principles and objectives of the “Leupp idea,” as listed in the third column of this article? 
(Frances Leupp was the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.) 

1) 

 

 

) 

 

 

 2)  

 3)

 4)

 5

 6)

 7)  

 8)  

 9)

8. If the federal government’s assimilation policies, as defined in the Leupp idea, were successful, what would 
the outcome be for the indigenous tribes and their people? 

9. What does “the abolition of tribal relations” mean? 

10. What is “allotment in severalty”? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions Part 1—Historical Context (continued) 

11. How does the author of “The Uplift of the Indian” and the Office of Indian Affairs view indigenous cultures,  
including their spiritual traditions and practice? How are tribal ceremonies depicted? 

12. “The Uplift of the Indian” reiterates the federal government’s claim that “the law … is the same for the Indian 
and the white man.” In what ways was this statement incorrect (in that era)? 

13. List some of the terms and phrases from “The Uplift of the Indian” that demonstrate the attitude that Indians 
were children and treated as such. 

14. In the government’s plans of assimilation, as outlined in this article, who is/are not mentioned as being one 
of the entities to determine the fate of the Indians? 

15. How does Governor Norris, through his essay, envision the state of Montana in 1910, and what mention does 
he make of tribal peoples in this vision? 

16. Thought Question: One of the fundamental reasons behind the assimilation policies of this period (1880s 
through 1920s) was the assertion that Indian peoples needed, for their own good, to be made responsible 
instead of being treated as pampered paupers. What caused the general state of poverty among Indian 
tribes, and what was the federal government’s role in creating those conditions? Answer in complete 
sentences. 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity A : Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chippewa, 
And Métis 

A-1 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 

• “Queer Spots In and About Butte: The Cree Village” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, May 27, 1906. 

• Plains Cree Indian Family by Fred Peeso (photograph), 1906, near Butte, MT, MHS PAc 955-698 Peeso Collection. 

• Indians Near Butte by John Babtist (photograph), 1900, courtesy Historic Photo Archives, Portland, Oregon. 
Photograph #9104-53 (00279). 

• Two Indian Men and Saddle, Indian Mother and Baby, and Indian Woman and Tent (three photographs), circa 
1905, near Birdseye, MT, MHS PAc 85-29, Underseth Collection. 

• Cree Moss Bag (replica), MHS artifact 2004.80.01. 

HISTORICAL NOTES: 

The Anaconda Standard was Montana’s premier newspaper and the mouthpiece of the Anaconda Company. The 
paper published many articles on landless Indians, almost all of which were harshly critical and full of stereotypes. 
Such articles promoted stereotypes and fueled anti-Indian prejudices among the paper’s white readers. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. Where did the Cree Indians in the Butte area live? 

2. Describe their homes according to the article. 

3. According to the article, what did these Indians eat, and where did they get their food? How was their food 
stored? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-1 Worksheet (continued) 

4. What did these Cree Indians wear (men, women, children), according to this article? 

5. What religion or spiritual traditions did the Crees in Butte follow? 

6. How did Indians living near Butte make a living (as described in the newspaper article)? 

7. How does the author of the “Queer Spots In and About Butte: The Cree Village” describe these Indians? (See 
final paragraph.) 

8. What is the man (center) in the photograph “Indians Near Butte” carrying? What does this suggest about the 
work these men are doing? 

9. Describe the men in the photograph “Two Indian Men and Saddle from Birdseye”. How do they look? What 
are they wearing? What kind of work might they do? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-1 Worksheet (continued) 

10. Describe the woman, the mother and baby, and their home in the photographs Indian Mother and Baby 

and Indian Woman and Tent. 

11. Thought Question: How do images of actual Cree people and artifacts differ from or support the 
descriptions of Cree Indians in the newspaper article “Queer Spots In and About Butte?” 
Use complete sentences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cree tourist pouch from 1900.  

Small items such as this pouch were made to sell for cash  
to tourists and collectors. 

MHS artifact x1957.05.34. Collection of Robert Vaughn,  
gift of his daughter, Elizabeth Sprague 

Older Cree pouch made for personal use.  

MHS artifact x1982.23.01, gift of Nelle A. Kenyon. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-1 Worksheet (continued) 

“Queer Spots In and About Butte: The Cree Village” (newspaper article), Anaconda 
Standard, May 27, 1906 (page 6). 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-1 Worksheet (continued) 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-1 Worksheet (continued) 



    

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-1 Worksheet (continued) 

Plains Cree Indian Family. By Fred Peeso. Near Butte, Montana, 1906.  MHS PAc 955-699, Peeso Collection. 

Indians Near Butte. Photo by John Babtist, 1900. Used with permission from the Historic Photo Archives, Portland, Oregon. Photo 9104-53 (00279). 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-1 Worksheet (continued) 

Two Indian Men and Saddle. MHS PAc 85-29, Underseth Collection. 



    

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-1 Worksheet (continued) 

Indian Mother and Baby. MHS PAc 85–29, Underseth Collection. 

Indian Woman and Tent.  MHS PAc 85-29, Underseth Collection.  

Replica of a Cree Indian “moss bag” used for  
carrying babies. It is called a moss bag because  
soft dry moss was used as diapering for the  
babies.  MHS artifact 2004.80.01.  
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Part 2—Analysis Activity A: Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chippewa and Metis 

A-2 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
• “Religious Services by the Cree Indians” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, May 16, 1906 (page 1). 

• Unidentified Cree Man by Al Lucke (photograph), circa 1890, Havre, MT, MHS PAc 955-694 from Lucke  
Collection. 

• “1908 Sun Dance, Rocky Boy’s Band, Helena, Mont.” (transcribed diary), July 5, 6, and 7, 1908, excerpt from  
diary of John Galen Carter, MHS SC 1978. 

• Photographs of artifacts: Child’s Beaded Vest, Cree, circa 1880s, MHS artifact x1976.08.35 from Lohmiller  
Collection; Buckskin Gauntlet Gloves, 1900, MHS artifact x1966.09.05 a-b; and Cree Child’s Moccasins,  
around 1900, MHS artifact x1982.24.22 a-b. 

HISTORICAL NOTES: 

John G. Carter was the son of Senator Thomas Carter, who wanted to eliminate the Crow Reservation entirely so 
that it would be opened up for settlement by whites. John Carter, his mother, and siblings visited the Fort 
Belknap Reservation, and he watched several Sun Dance ceremonies between 1904 and 1909, including a Cree 
Sun Dance (Thirst Dance) ceremonies held at Fort Belknap. He took extensive notes on what he witnessed and 
compiled a diary of those notes. J. G. Carter later became a land commissioner. 

Not all tribes have a Sun Dance. The Cree called their ceremony a Thirst Dance, and it is very much like what other 
tribes called a Sun Dance. A Sun Dance is a spiritual ceremony, not undertaken lightly, and its purpose is for the 
dancers to pray for the well-being and survival of their families and community. It is customary for dancers to fast 
throughout the ceremony, which may last two to four days, and to purify themselves in sweat lodge ceremonies. 
The songs sung by the singers at the drum are prayer songs, many of which are specific to the Sun Dance 
ceremony. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. What religion were the Cree Indians who attended church services in Virginia City in 1906? 

2. What language was the church service in? 

https://x1982.24.22
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

3.Who participated in the Sun Dance held in Helena in July 1908? Who was the Sun Dance leader? 

4. How does Carter describe these Indians and their condition? How were they surviving at this time? 

5. Why did the Chippewa, Cree, and Métis hold a Sun Dance in the city of Helena? 

6. What was the religious affiliation of many of the Métis? Did the Chippewas traditionally have a Sun Dance? 

7. Why did Rocky Boy, Little Bear, and some of the Red River Métis meet at Thomas Carter’s house in Helena? 
What did they want for their impoverished tribes? 

8. Thought Question: How do these documents and photographs reflect the diversity among these three 
groups and the diversity among individual tribal members? Give specific examples. Answer in complete 
sentences. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

“Religious Services by the Cree Indians” (newspaper article), 
Anaconda Standard, May 16, 1906 (page 1). 



     
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

Unidentified Cree Man. By Al Lucke. Year unknown, probably around 1890. MHS PAc 955-694 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

Excerpts from the diary of John G. Carter’s. [MHS SC 1978.] 



     
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-2 Worksheet  (continued) 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

Child’s beaded vest, front and back. Cree. Circa 1880s. MHS artifact x1976.08.35 from the Lohmiller Collection. 

“The Crees did beautiful work when it came to buckskin work and sewing. They would take deer hides and elk 
hides and make their clothing. They were very good at that. If you took a coat to them and gave it to them, they 
would rip it apart and make you a coat of buckskin just like it.” 

(Quote from Paul Bruner, who grew up with the Cree and Métis in the Choteau area in the early 1900s.) 
[MHS OH 1897 Paul Bruner Oral History, part of the Métis Cultural Recovery oral history collection.] 

These buckskin gauntlet gloves are from 1900, a gift to Burr Clark  
from the chief of the Chippewa tribe   
in Onigum, Minnesota.  
MHS artifact x1966.09.05 a-b, gift of Griffith Clark in memory of  
his father, Burr Clark. 

In John Galen Carter’s diary he mentioned the very plain clothing 
wore by most of the Cree and Chippewa at the 1908 Sun Dance in 
Helena. The extreme poverty of these Indians at this time may 
have prevented them from acquiring the beads and other 
materials necessary to make traditionally designed and 
decorated clothes. 
MHS artifact x1982.24.22 a-b 1900, buckskin, cotton floss. 

https://x1982.24.22
https://x1966.09.05
https://x1976.08.35
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Part 2—Analysis Activity A: Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chipepwa and Métis 

A-3 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
• Letter from Thralls Wheat, Clerk for the Department of Interior Allotting Service, to Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs, Washington, D.C., April 20, 1909, MHS SC 903 Rocky Boy Reservation Records. 

• Plains Cree Indians by Fred Peeso (photograph), 1906, MHS PAc 955-698 Peeso Collection. 

• Horse and Travois by Frank Bird Linderman (photograph), undated—probably 1900-1910, at the outskirts of a 
Montana town, possibly Helena, Linderman Collection, photo 007.VIII.222, Courtesy Mansfield Library, 
University of Montana, Missoula. 

HISTORICAL NOTES: 
By 1909, when Wheat’s census was done, many members of Little Bear’s Cree band were also affiliated with Rocky 
Boy’s Chippewa band, either having married in or because the two leaders were trying to work together to find a 
home. The men in the Peeso photograph were Canadian Crees living in Butte at the time of the photograph, and 
are listed as such on the 1909 census of Rocky Boy’s band. Young Boy (second from the left in the Plains Cree 
Indians photograph) worked for artist Charlie Russell, modeling for sketches and sculptures. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. What was the purpose of Wheat’s 1909 census of Indians affiliated with Rocky Boy’s band? 

2. Why was national origin important in this census? 

3. How many of the band did Wheat determine were American Indians? What percentage of the total number 
of band members is this? How many (and what percent) were Canadians? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-3 Worksheet (continued) 

4. How did Wheat describe the living conditions of Rocky Boy’s band? 

5. How were members of Rocky Boy’s band making a living? What kinds of work did they do? 

6. How did Rocky Boy and his band respond to Wheat’s announcement that the Indian Office wanted to 
relocate them in northeastern Montana (Valley County) and help them build houses and learn to farm? 

7. Why did Wheat think it would be difficult for these Indians to move to the proposed reservation (list three 
reasons), and what solution did he suggest? 

8. Describe what is happening in the photo Horse and Travois. What do the conditions seem to have been for 
traveling at this particular time? 



     
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-3 Worksheet (continued) 

Letter from Thralls Wheat, Clerk for the Department of Interior Allotting Service, to 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C., April 20, 1909, MHS SC 903 Rocky Boy 
Reservation Records. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-3 Worksheet (continued) 



     
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-3 Worksheet (continued) 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-3 Worksheet (continued) 

Plains Cree Indians. By Fred Peeso. Near Butte, Montana, 1906.  From left to right: Os-cha'-mas (Old Boy) and Os-se-me-mas (Young Boy) (twins),  To'-
way (Fine Bow), Wah-wah'-ke-kat, and Joe Little Pine. MHS PAc 955-698, Peeso Collection. 

Horse and Travois. Frank B. Linderman Collection. Circa 1905, in a Montana town. Used with permission from the archives of the Mansfield Library, University 
of Montana, Missoula. 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity A: Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chipepwa and Métis 

A-4 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 

• Jim Gopher Oral History (excerpt), 1995, MHS OH 542, part of the Métis Cultural Recovery oral history 
collection. 

• Crow Indians Ice Detail (photograph), photographer unknown, circa 1905, MHS PAc 955-789 Marcyes 
Collection. 

• Superintendent W. W. Scott of Crow Agency, to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. (letter), May 7, 
1912, MHS RS 266:14/2 Mont. Indian Hist. Jurisdiction Study. 

• Paul Bruner Oral History (excerpt), January 19, 1995, MHS OH 1897, from the Métis Cultural Recovery oral 
history collection. 

HISTORICAL NOTES: 
Former Indian Agent F. D. Pease at the Crow Reservation had noted as early as 1890 the presence of Cree and 
other landless Indians on the Crow Reservation and had recommended that they be given allotments there. The 
federal government did not act on his recommendation, and when reservation was allotted, surplus lands were 
given to white settlers. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. To what tribe does the Gopher family belong? 

2. Why did Chief Plenty Coups go to Washington, D.C., in 1904? 

3. Why did Cree families, like the Gophers, leave the Crow Reservation and go to Browning (on the Blackfeet 
Reservation)? 

4. Where/how did the Cree families get food and supplies while camped at Fort Assinniboine? (List two 
sources.) 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-4 Worksheet (continued) 

5. Jim Gopher’s family moved several times between 1904 and 1916. List four reasons the Cree families in this 
oral history moved from place to place. 

6. How does Superintendent Scott describe the Cree living on the Crow Reservation in 1912? How are they 
paid? 

7. Are Superintendent Scott’s statements comparing Cree people to Crow people sufficient evidence to support 
views of the Crow people? 

8. If Canadian Crees had left Canada after the failed Riel Rebellion (1885) and were residing on the Crow 
Reservation in 1912, how many years would it have been since they had left Canada? Should the Cree 
children be considered Canadian? 

9. Where did the Cree or Métis people in Bruner’s oral history come from? Where in Montana did they live? 

10. According to Bruner, what kinds of work did these Cree and Métis people do? What did they build by hand? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-4 Worksheet (continued) 

11. Describe their living conditions. 

12. How does Bruner describe the Cree or Métis people he knew in and around Dupuyer? 

13. Why did many Cree and Métis families from the Dupuyer area leave their homes there, according to Bruner? 
(List two reasons other than when they had to find work.) 

14. Thought Question: What impressions do you get from these three sources about Cree Indians? Why do you 
think the federal government did not encourage the populations of Cree (at the Crow Reservation) and Métis 
(in the Dupuyer area) to homestead and to stay on their farms, an option that would have been consistent 
with the intentions of federal Indian assimilation policies? Answer in complete sentences. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-4 Worksheet (continued) 

Jim Gopher Oral History (excerpt from interview summary, pages 1 and 2) 
This oral history is part of the Métis Cultural Recovery ORAL HISTORY COLLECTION, MHS 
OH 542. 



     
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-4 Worksheet (continued) 

Crow Indians Ice Detail (photograph), photographer unknown, circa 1905, 
MHS PAc 955-789 Marcyes Collection. 

Crow Indians Ice Detail. Crow Indians putting up ice. Circa 1905.  Photographer unidentified. MHS PAc 955-789 Marcyes Collection. 

This photograph hows men putting up ice on the Crow Reservation around 1905. Although the individuals in 
this photograph have not been identified, it is possible that some of them may have been Cree, judging from the 
different styles of hats and clothing preferred by the Crees. In addition to general labor, Cree Indians on the Crow 
Reservation built log cabins, tended livestock, and raised horses. According to W. W. Scott, superintendent of the 
U.S. government Indian school at Crow Agency, the Crees were “intelligent Indians ... They are employed by the 
Crow in building houses, caring for stock, and in other ways.” (W. W. Scott letter, February 5, 1912.) 
Superintendent Scott noted that many Crees had registered brands at Helena, just as non-Indian ranchers did. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-4 Worksheet (continued) 

Superintendent W. W. Scott of Crow Agency to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
Washington, D.C. (letter), May 7, 1912, MHS RS 266:14/2 Mont. Indian Hist.  
Jurisdiction Study. 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-4 Worksheet (continued) 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-4 Worksheet (continued) 

Paul Bruner Oral History. Excerpts from transcript, pages 2–5. Paul Bruner (PB) is being 
interviewed by Mickie Shelmerdine (MS) and Anne Dellwo (AD) on January 19, 1995. [MHS 
OH 1897] 

Continued, next page 



     
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-4 Worksheet (continued) 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 

Continued, next page 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-4 Worksheet (continued) 

Continued, next page 



     
 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; A-4 Worksheet (continued) 
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Part 2 – Summary Activity for Section A 
A: Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chippewa, and Métis 
Using all of the documents and questions in Section A, write at least four paragraphs answering the following 
questions. Present your answers to the class. 

Summary of Understanding: 
1. Who were the landless Indians, and where did they come from?(Look at each group-Chippewa, Cree,  

Metis -seperately.) 

2. What are some of the different ways they survived and supported themselves? 

3. What were their religious beliefs? 

4. Where in Montana did they live (list places)? 

5.  How were some of them related to Canada, and why was this important to their fate? 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity B: White Views on Landless Indians 
B-1 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
• “Sunrise on the City Dumps” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, March 29, 1903 (page 25). 

• “Death of a Good Indian” (newspaper obituary), Anaconda Standard, February 7, 1904 (page 11). 

• Mothers Under the Skin by Charles M. Russell (sketch), circa 1900, courtesy Charles M. Russell Museum, Great 
Falls, Montana. 

HISTORICAL NOTES: 
The Anaconda Standard regularly published literary columns—stories made up to entertain their readers. “Sunrise 
on the City Dumps” is one of several such stories about the “Cree” Indians living near Butte. 

In contrast, artist Charlie Russell knew and worked with many Native American people, including members of 
Rocky Boy’s Chippewa band and Little Bear’s Cree band. Young Boy, a Cree who often resided in Butte, modeled 
for some of his Russel’s paintings, sketches, and sculptures. Russell also worked with people like Frank Linderman 
to publicize the need for a permanent home for the Chippewas and Crees in Montana. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. How are the Cree family members in “Sunrise on the City Dumps” described? Be specific to each one. 

2. Why might the author of “Sunrise …” have chosen to use Shakespearean English for the words spoken by the 
Cree father in the story? 

3. Define the following words from “Sunrise…” 

covetous:__________________________________________________________________________________ 

slovenly: __________________________________________________________________________________ 

vermin: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-1 Worksheet (continued) 

4. Do you think these characterizations of Cree women, men, and children are factual or not? Explain your ____
 answer: 

5. What is the overall message that a reader in the past would have gotten from this story? What is the author’s 
purpose and how does the language used accomplish the task? 

6. Compare the family in “Sunrise on the City Dumps” to the Denny family in the obituary. Specifically, how are 
the actual people of the Denny family different from the fictitious characters in the “Sunrise …” piece? 

7. Why do you think the editor chose the title “Death of a Good Indian” for Mrs. Denny’s obituary instead of 

simply “Death of an Indian” or “Death of Mrs. Denny”? What is implied by the title? 

8. Examine the sketch by Charlie Russell. Describe the people and (See p.62 for more). 

9. Why do you think Charlie Russell titled his sketch “Mothers Under the Skin”?

 10. Thought Question: Artistic and literary portrayals of people shape and influence public perceptions of those 
people. Contrast  “Sunrise …” piece, to the obituary and to Charlie Russel’s sketch.What do these portrayals 

say about the complex issues of race, stereotypes, and racism in Montana in the twentieth century? 



     
 

 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-1 Worksheet (continued) 

“Sunrise on City Dumps” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, March 29, 
1903 (page 25). 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-1 Worksheet (continued) 

“Death of a Good Indian” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, February 7, 1904 
(page 11). 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-1 Worksheet (continued) 

Mothers Under the Skin. Sketch by Charles M. Russell, circa 1900.  Used with permission from the Charles M. Russell Museum, Great Falls, Montana, gift 
of Jock Warden 

Describe this sketch, comparing and contrasting the two mothers and babies. What point to you think Charlie 

Russel (artist) was trying to make? 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity B: White Views on Landless Indians 

B-2 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
• “The Cree Indian Nuisance” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, December 7, 1900 (page 11). 

• “Resistance…” (newspaper editorial), Anaconda Standard, May 12, 1901 
(page 20). 

• “The Ishmaelites of the Prairie” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, June 17, 1901 (page 20). 

• Wells’ Family Home (photograph), ca. 1880s, Lewistown, MT, MHS 945-559. 

• Latrays, Lefferts, Charettes, and Rasors (photograph), ca. 1901, Maiden, MT, courtesy of Métis Cousins. 

HISTORICAL NOTES: 
The Crees referred to in “The Cree Indian Nuisance” may have been Métis, who had several small communities on 
the Rocky Mountain Front, or they may have been Cree families wintering there. Historical accounts note that the 
groups of landless Indians who moved seasonally sometimes overlapped with one another at the same locations. 
Some of the Métis were less mobile than other landless people, as many of these families intended to establish 
permanent farming communities. The press seldom distinguished between them. Articles such as these three 
were not uncommon in the Anaconda Standard, reflecting Montanan’s racist attitudes . 

Augustus Heinze, alluded to in “Resistance...” was a businessman who literally undermined the mines belonging to 
the Anaconda Company. Heinze was reviled by the Anaconda Company-owned newspaper. 

Tom Power, also mentioned in this article, was a senator and buisinessman from Helena who supported Thomas 
Miles’s efforts to convince the government to deport the Cree in the 1890s. 

The “white man’s burden” refers to the belief that white society had a responsibility to “civilize” other groups (most 
notably American Indians, Asians, and Africans) becuase of an assumed status of racial and cultural superiority. 

QUESTIONS: 
Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. In “The Cree Indian Nuisance,” Cree Indians were shown camped in the forest reserves, part of the public 
domain not open for settlement by homesteaders. How might these Cree people have responded to the 
article’s point of view? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

2. What words and phrases in “The Cree Indian Nuisance” reflect racist views?

3. Why would the ranchers have feared landless Cree would kill and eat their stock? Why did the landless
Indians and Métis sometimes resort to killing livestock? (Consider in your reply the impact on wildlife
populations between 1850 and 1920 as fur traders, explorers, miners, ranchers, and homesteaders moved
into Montana and the West.)

4. Describe the dwellings and clothing in the two historical photographs. Be specific.

5. What stereotypes about Indians in general does the article “Resistance…” set up in the first couple of
paragraphs? Cite specific words and phrases that contribute to this stereotype.

6. What actions does this article report the Cree have taken on their own behalf, and what reasons do they
purportedly give for not belonging to the nation of Canada?

 7.“Resistance…” ends with a lengthy description of life in the dumps, claiming that for the Crees this is “paradise 
regained, the real unadulterated Garden of Eden…” Find and list three examples of irony or sarcasm on the 
last page of this article. What was the author’s purpose in using this kind of language? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

8. Comment on the cartoon illustrations in “Resistance...” What did this article intend its readers to infer from 

these pictures?

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

9. Look up the biblical definition of Ishmaelites in Genesis 16:12 or Psalms 83:5-6. What does it mean? Why do 

you think the editor used the term “Ishmaelites” to characterize the landless Indians?

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

10. What three assumptions does “The Ishmaelites of the Prairie” make about the identity of landless Indians in 

Montana?

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

11. In “The Ishmaelites of the Prairie,” the following verbs/phrases are used to describe the actions of Crees:

“hovered,”“swarmed,”“thriving on filth,”“constantly moving from place to place,” and “breeds microbes and 

disturbance.” What association was the author/editor asking readers to make and why?

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

12. The article “Ishmaelites” repeatedly refers to the Crees as Canadian. Why?

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

13.Observe and describe the families in the two photographs. 

14. Thought Question: Do the newspaper descriptions of Cree living conditions match what you saw in the 

historical photographs? Why or why not? (Explain) Why might the newspaper have described living 

conditions the way that it did? Answer in complete sentences. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

“The Cree Indian Nuisance” (newspaper article), reprinted from the Dupuyer Acantha in 
the Anaconda Standard, December 7, 1900 (page 11). 



     
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

“Resistance...” (newspaper editorial), Anaconda Standard, May 12, 1901 (page 20). 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-2 Worksheet  (continued) 



     
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

“The Ishmaelites of the Prarie,” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, June 7, 1901 
(page 20.) 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; B-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

Wells’ Family Home, ca. 1880s, Lewistown, Montana. MHS 945-559. 

Latrays, Lefferts, Charettes, and Rasors, ca. 1901, Maiden, Montana.  Courtesy of Métis Cousins. 



     
 

 

Part 2 – Summary Activity for Section B 
B: White Views on Landless Indians 

Using all of the documents and questions in Section B, write at least four paragraphs answering the following 
questions. Present your answers to the class if you are from Group B. 

Summary of Understanding: 

1.  In what ways were landless Indians and Metis people characterized by the press? 

2.  Why do you think the press referred to all landless Indians and Metis as Crees? Explain. 

3.  How might white or non-Indian Montanans have viewed landless Indians based on what they read in the 
papers? 

4.  How do factual accounts (such as the obituary and photographs) present a different image? Expain. 

5.  What points(s) did artist Charlie Russell make with his sketch, “Mothers Under the Skin”? 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity C: Deportation And Homelessness 

C-1 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
• Report Committee of the Privy Council, Canada, March 1892, with letter to U.S. Secretary of State Blaine from 

Julian Paunceforte, government report (copy) and attached correspondence. MHS SC 475, Thomas O. Miles 
Papers. 

• Letter from U.S. Dist. Attorney E. Weed to U.S. Secretary of War, Dec. 2, 1892. MHS SC 475, Thomas O. Miles 
Papers. 

• Letter from Montana Gov. Toole to Thomas Miles of Silver Bow, Dec. 3, 1892, MHS SC 475, Thomas O. Miles 
Papers, and transcription. 

HISTORICAL NOTES: 
In 1892, Thomas O. Miles of Silver Bow, Montana, sent a series of letters to Governor J. K. Toole, U.S. Attorney 
Elbert Weed (later mayor of Helena), Senator Tom Power, and U.S. Secretary of State James C. Blaine in an effort to 
have Cree Indians camped in the Butte-Silver Bow area deported to Canada. Miles objected to their presence in 
Montana on the grounds that they were Canada’s Indians and had a reputation for stealing livestock. Throughout 
1892, Miles kept up correspondence with these men, all of whom favored deportation, and they in turn contacted 
the Canadian (British) government and U.S. war department officials. In 1896, Cree Indians, as well as other 
landless Indians, were rounded up and marched to Chinook, Montana, where the U.S. Army escorted them to the 
Canadian line. Many of them returned within weeks to Montana. 

Twenty years after that deportation, three new counties were created along the Canadian border in the young 
state of Montana, encompassing land that was the traditional hunting territory of many tribes, including the Cree. 
These counties, ironically, were named for three of the men who had worked so hard to have the Cree 
permanently deported: Hill, Blaine, and Toole. Miles, who initiated many of the complaints that led to the 1896 
deportation of Canadian Crees, was himself a Canadian immigrant to Montana. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. According to the Privy Council report, did the Canadian colonial government know of any Cree Indians 
having “gone across the line” from Canada (then still a British possession) into Montana?  Who does the report 
suggest the “Crees” in Montana are? 

2. How did Canadian authorities react to the idea of deporting the Cree Indians from Montana to Canada?  
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

3. In U.S. District Attorney Elbert Weed’s letter to the U.S. Secretary of War (December 2, 1892), what evidence 
does he provide as proof that the Indians Miles has complained of are Canadian “renegade Crees”? 

4. Thought Question: In his December 2, 1892, letter, U.S. District Attorney Weed wrote about the “renegade 
Indians”: “They are mere trespassers… Their presence here is very offensive to all settlers who are unfortunate 
to live in the vicinity of their camps. It is the habit of these renegade Indians to wantonly destroy all game, 
without regard to local laws and regulations, to steal the stock of the white settlers, and generally subsist by 
larceny and plunder.” Consider this statement as if it were applied to white frontiersmen, early miners, 
missionaries, and others who came West prior to treaties and/or who squatted on Indian lands. Consider the 
following questions and then write a paragraph from the Cree perspective regarding white squatters on 
Indian land. Use complete sentences. 

a. Whose land did the Euro-American immigrants settle on? 

b. What did Euro-American settlers in the West eat? 

c. Whose food supply did their meat come from (in other words, who hunted here first)? 

d. Did Europeans coming to the Americas or white people coming to Montana Territory (including the 
tens of thousands of homesteaders at the turn of the twentieth century) understand or follow 
indigenous local laws and regulations regarding hunting? 

e. Considering your answers above, write a paragraph from a Cree perspective regarding white squatters
 on Indian lands. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

Report Committee of the Privy Council, Canada, March 1892, with letter to U.S. Secretary 
of State Blaine from Julian Paunceforte, government report (copy) and attached 
correspondence, MHS SC 475, Thomas O. Miles Papers. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

Letter from U.S. Dist. Attorney E. Weed to U.S. Secretary of War, Dec. 2, 1892, MHS SC 475, 
Thomas O. Miles Papers. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

Letter from Montana Gov. Toole to Thomas Miles of Silver Bow, Dec. 3, 1892, MHS SC 475 
Thomas O. Miles Papers. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

Transcript of letter from Governor J. K. Toole to Thomas O. Miles, Dec. 3, 1892 (from MHS 
SC 475 Thomas O. Miles Papers). 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity C: Deportation and Homelessness 

C-2 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES 
• “The House” (newspaper article), Helena Daily Independent, January 2, 1895 (page 2). 

• Little Bear, “Immasees,”  Cree Chief, MHS 955-696. Dan Dutro, photographer, 1896. 

HISTORICAL NOTES: 
The accusation in this document of Cree Indians having “terrorized” white settlers (in the United States) is not 
supported by historical evidence. There were occasional complaints of Cree killing livestock to eat. 

A joint memorial is a type of legislation where state officials petition a national body (e.g., federal agencies, 
Congress, or the president). A memorial claims that the asking body has no jurisdiction to act on its own. A 
memorial has no official standing and is a request rather than a legislative order. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. What two options did the House Joint Memorial, introduced by Hedges in 1895, suggest regarding the 
several hundred Cree Indians assumed to be former participants in the Riel (Northwest) Rebellion? 

2. How does the memorial depict the “Crees” Indians? List at least four descriptions from the memorial: 

3. To whom does the memorial contrast the “outlaw” Indians? Why do you think the authors make this 
distinction? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

4. Who are the “industrious and intelligent citizens” referred to in the memorial? Are the Crees included in this 
definition? 

5. What does the portion of the joint memorial quoted in the last paragraph reveal about what whites believed 
would be the future of Indian tribes and of Indian lands? 

6. How do Little Bear and the other Indians in the photograph appear? What do you think they may have been  
thinking or feeling about their deportation in 1896? 

7. Thought Question: Explain how the third paragraph of the memorial defines the values of the United States/ 
white America with regards to its relationship with indigenous peoples. Answer in complete sentences. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

Little Bear, “Immasees,” chief of the Crees, 1896. Dan Dutro, Photographer. MHS Photo-
graph Archives, Helena 955-646 

Cree leader Little Bear (center, standing) and other landless Indians—some of them Cree, some not—were 
rounded up by the US Tenth Cavalry and deported to Canada in 1896. Most of them walked on foot, even from 
locations as far as Butte or Augusta, to Havre accompanied by the cavalry. This photograph was taken on the eve 
of their deportation by Havre photographer Dan Dutro, who had often photographed Crees and Chippewas in 
and around Havre. Since 1885, Little Bear had been pressing the Canadian government to uphold their treaty 
promises to the Cree-Métis alliance, and many of the Crees feared they, like Riel, would be hanged when they 
reached Canada. 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity C: Deportation and Homelessness 

C-3 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
• Robert Zion Interview (oral history excerpt), June 27, 1994, MHS OH 1657 Bob Zion Oral History, part of the 

Métis Cultural Recovery oral history collection. 

• Gabriel Dumont (photograph), photographer unknown, 1885, Fort Benton, MT, MHS PAc 942-021. 

• Beaded saddle used by Gabriel Dumont (image of object), 1870, MHS artifact x1964.16.01. 

• Ursuline sisters and students at St. Peter’s Mission (photograph), photographer unknown, circa 1880, MHS PAc 
82-47. 

HISTORICAL NOTES: 
Bob Zion grew up in the Choteau area, living and working among the Métis and Cree people there in the 1920s 
and 1930s. He knew many of the elder generation who had come from Canada and had friends among the 
younger generation born in the United States. In this oral history he shares a story told to him by Jess Gleason, 
who witnessed the deportation of the Cree and Métis in 1896. In his own recollections of the elders, Zion 
remembers, among other things, that many of them were afraid that the Canadian government or military would 
one day arrive to punish them for having supported the 1885 Riel Rebellion—a rebellion that would have 
established for them a legal system, government, and lands of their own in Canada. Many of the Métis in Canada 
had been part of well-established colonies until the British forced them out in a continuing struggle to assert 
domination over colonial territories once controlled by the French. 

“ML” in this interview is Melinda Livezey, who was documenting oral histories for the Montana Métis. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. What does Zion’s interview say about the economic role of the Métis in and around cities like Helena and 
Great Falls? 

2. What did Pershing and the 10th Cavalry do? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-3 Worksheet  (continued) 

3. How does Zion describe the line of Métis, as told to him by Jess Gleason, marching through Choteau? 

4. What did some of the Métis people do while they were being marched through Choteau? Why? 

5. How long did many of those deported stay in Canada after they were deported? 

6. Who were Gabriel Dumont and Louis Riel? Where was Riel employed while living in Montana? 

7. What does the photo of students at St. Peter’s Mission tell us about the integration and assimilation of the 
Métis people? 

8. Thought Question: How does Zion’s view of the Métis differ from that expressed in Governor Toole’s letter  
and the house memorial (see C1 and C2)? Why do you think these differences exist? Answer in complete  
sentences. 



     
 

 
 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-3 Worksheet  (continued) 

Robert Zion Interview (excerpts from pages 11-12 of transcript) [MHS Research Archives 
OH 1657] Melinda Livezey (ML) is concucting the interview on June 27, 1994. It begins 
with Bob Zion (BZ) talking: 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-3 Worksheet  (continued) 

Gabriel Dumont, 1885, photographer unknown. MHS PAc 942-021. 

Gabriel Dumont came to Montana in 1885 to 
encourage Louis Riel to come to Canada and assist 
him in establishing a government and territory for 
the Métis there. At the time, Louis Riel was teaching 
at St. Peter’s Mission School west of Cascade. Riel 
was a well-known fgure in Montana Territory. 
He tried to get citizenship and voting rights for 
the Métis, wrote letters to the paper for their 
cause, and made friends with many of Helena’s 
citizens and city ofcials. Riel lived in Helena for 
a short time and during this time was granted 
U.S. citizenship. Riel was tried in Canada after the 
Northwest Rebellion and hanged by the Canadian 
government, in spite of being a Montanan at the 
time. Riel was also a poet, fuent in three languages, 
and a strong advocate against the whiskey trade. 

Dumont fed to Montana after the rebellion, fearing 
retribution. The Montana Historical Society has 
some of his letters expressing his concerns about 
his own safety if he should return to Canada, which 
he did around 1890. He died peacefully in Batoche, 
Saskatchewan, Canada, 
in 1906. 

Saddle, with elaborate Métis beading, 
used by Gabriel Dumont. 
Made in 1870.MHS artifact 
x1964.16.01. 

https://x1964.16.01


     
 

 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; C-3 Worksheet  (continued) 

Ursuline nuns and students at St. Peter’s Mission, Montana, circa 1880. St. Peter’s was founded for the Blackfeet, but many Métis children attended as 
well. Louis Riel taught here in 1883 and 1884. MHS PAc 82-47. Photographer unknown. 

MHS artifact x1900.03.11 moccasins. 1880 buckskin, quills, cotton.   
Montana Historical Society Mary Ronan Indian Collection 

These quilled moccasins demonstrate a blending of 
styles, materials, and techniques from different tribes. 
While the quill design appears to be “Flathead,” the 
style of moccasin is more typical Cree, as is the hard 
rawhide sole. Since the fur trade era, Crees have 
intermarried with the Kootenai and Salish tribes, 
resulting in a blending of cultures evident in 
beadwork, cradleboards, and clothing. This pair is from 
1880. Many well-to-do white Montanans collected 
Indian artifacts, clothing, and cultural items 
throughout the nineteenth century and into the 
twentieth century, sometimes acquiring such items as 
gifts, other times purchasing them for fair prices, and 
not infrequently buying them at rock-bottom prices 
when the sellers were destitute and needed money for 
necessities such as food. 
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Part 2 – Summary Activity C: Deportation and Homelessness 

Using all of the documents and questions in Section C, write at least three paragraphs answering the following 
questions. Present your answers to the class. 

Summary of Understanding: 

1. Where in Montana did Métis people live (primarily)in the late 1800s? 

2. How had Métis people integrated into Montana communities? Provide examples of their contributions. 

3. Why does the United States want to characterize the landless Indians and Métis as Canadian, 
and what is their proposal for dealing with them? 

4. What is the U.S. government’s goal for land in Montana? 

5. Who do they want to settle here, and how do Métis people and landless Indians fit into that vision? 



     
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

     

     

     

    

Part 2—Analysis Activity D: A Reservation is Created 

D-1 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 

• “Good Riddance to Them” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, July 25, 1909 (page 28). 

• Land Commissioner S. Auker to Gov. Norris (letter and transcript), July 17, 1908, MHS MC 35:316-1, Montana 
Governors Papers. 

• “Thanks to the Hills” (transcribed newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, October 29, 1909 (page 14). 

• “Rocky Boy Indian Lands Open for Settlement” (newspaper article), Chicago Suburbanite Economist, Chicago, 
Illinois, February 18, 1910 (page 7). 

• Photographs: Landless Indians on Montana’s Reservation, with Andrew Valler, … Wife and Children, Flathead 
Reservation, Frank Linderman Collection, courtesy Archives of the Mansfield Library, University of Montana, 
#007-VIII-197; and Quilled Moccasins, 1880, MHS artifact x1900.03.11 from W.A. Clark, the Mary Ronan Indian 
Collection. 

HISTORICAL NOTES: 
In 1909, the Department of the Interior ordered a census of Rocky Boy’s band. Afterward, Senator Dixon of 
Montana urged Congress to appropriate funds for the establishment of a 1.2 million-acre reservation in northeast 
Montana for the Chippewas and Crees. A few years earlier these lands (in what was then Valley County) had been 
held back from settlement by whites; nevertheless, hundreds of white squatters (illegal settlers) had moved there 
and started farming. White settlers, at the encouragement of the owners of the Great Northern Railway—J. J. and 
L. W. Hill—successfully protested the reservation, resulting in even more years of homelessness for the 
impoverished Rocky Boy and his combined bands of Chippewa and Cree people. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. As you read “Good Riddance to Them,” list here at least 10 of the 20 terms (nouns, adjectives, phrases) used to 
depict Rocky Boy and his band. How would you categorize these terms: positive, neutral, or negative? 

1) ________________________________________ 6) ___________________________________ 

2) ________________________________________ 7) ___________________________________ 

3) ________________________________________ 8) ___________________________________ 

4) ________________________________________ 9) ___________________________________ 

5) ________________________________________ 10)  ___________________________________ 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

2. “Good Riddance...” states that Rocky Boy’s band was “in no sense a Chippewa tribe.” This charge counters the  
extensive historical evidence on the commonness of intertribal marriage and the merging of different tribal  
communities including evidence provided by material culture (see pages 110–11). Why do you think the  

article would try to make a point of the tribe not being a “real” tribe? 

3. According to “Good Riddance,” who was responsible for the Crees and Chippewas not having allotments on 
the Flathead reservation? (You will need to recall information from the Historical Context for this answer.) 

4. Why does this article emphasize repeatedly the opinion that these Indians will never settle down and stay in 
one place? 

5. The last section of “Good Riddance” compares the landless Chippewa and Cree to the “Mallungeons.” How 
does A.W.G. (the author) define and describe the Mallungeons and the life they lead (according to him)? Be 
thorough in your answer. 

6. Most white Montanans received their information from articles such as “Good Riddance.” How might this fact 
have influenced the last-minute withdrawal of the proposed reservation? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

7. According to Sigurd Auker’s letter, written while the Valley County lands were still unavailable for 
homesteading pending the creation of a reservation, what was going on in this area in 1908? 

8. In “Thanks to the Hills”, what is the goal of the members of the Dry Farming Congress and the Hill brothers, 
who owned the Great Northern Railway through northeastern Montana? 

9. Who are the “citizens” referred to in the October 29, 1909, article? Who are not citizens? 

10. What event does the brief article from the Chicago Suburbanite Economist announce? 

11. Thought Question: The Anaconda Standard often accused the Chippewas Crees of being “mere trespassers” 
who were “helping themselves to what they need or like, utterly regardless of the right of property.” How do 
you think Auker might respond to a similar critique of white settlers in Valley County? How might Rocky Boy 
respond? Answer in complete sentences. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

“Good Riddance to Them” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, July 25, 1909 
(page 28). 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-1 Worksheet  (continued) 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

Land Commissioner S. Auker to Gov. Norris (letter and transcript), July 17, 1908, MHS 
MC35:316-1, Montana Governors Papers. (See transcript, p 97) 



     
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

Transcript: 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

“Thanks to the Hills”  Anaconda Standard, October 29, 1909 (page 14) 



     
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

“Rocky Boy Indian Lands Open for Settlement” 
Chicago Suburbanite Economist,Chicago, Illinois, February 18, 1910 (page 7) 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-1 Worksheet  (continued) 

Landless Indians on Montana’s Reservations 
Many landless Cree, Métis, and Chippewa settled on existing reservations. The Flathead, Blackfeet, and Fort 
Belknap Reservations had a number of Cree, Chippewa, and Métis living there, and a large community of Cree 
also lived on and off for decades on the Crow Reservation. Intertribal marriage was common. This family portrait 
shows the blending of Kootenai, Cree, and Métis cultures. 

In 1904, Senator Gibson introduced S. 2705, a bill to create allotments on the Flathead Reservation for “such 
members, including men, women and children of the migratory band of Indians...known as Rocky Boy’s band, as 
shall, upon investigation, be satisfactorily shown to have been born in the United States and who may desire to 
settle permanently...” The bill would have provided appropriations to pay the Indians on the Flathead for these 
lands and pay for building houses for the members of Rocky Boy’s band. The bill passed the Senate in January 
1905, but failed to pass the House. Not long afterward, over strong tribal objection, the Flathead Reservation was 
opened for homesteading, and within days hundreds of white farmers had filed for homesteads. 

“Andrew Valler, a Half-breed Cree, and His Kootenai Wife and Children.” Flathead Reservation. Frank B. Linderman Collection.Used with permission from 
the Archives of the Mansfield Library at University of Montana. Photo reference #007-VIII-197. 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity D: A Reservation is Created 
D-2 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
• “Rocky Boy and His Band at Last to Have a Home” (newspaper article), Great Falls Tribune, June 14, 1910 

(page 1). 

• “Chippewas Abandon Reservation Again” (newspaper article) Anaconda Standard, December 14, 1910 (page 1). 

• “Rocky Boy Band to be Guests of the Government” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, November 24, 
1912 (page 10). 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT: 
In 1910 the federal government promised land allotments on the Blackfeet Reservation to members of Rocky 
Boy’s band and to some of his allies. The allotments did not come quickly, however, and many families faced 
starvation while waiting for rations. After the failure of the proposed Valley County reservation (see D-1), some 
landless Indians such as Little Bear refused to wait for the government to uphold its end of the negotiation. 
Others, such as Rocky Boy, continued to work with the government in the hopes that a settlement could be 
reached. 

At the same time these allotments were offered, the federal government was also offering land to non-Indian 
settlers under the Homestead Act. In 1909, the Enlarged Homestead Act increased the amount of land 
homesteaders could claim in some areas of Montana from 160 acres to 320 acres, recognizing that 160 acres was 
too small an area to support a family in the arid West. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. Between 1892 and 1910, several sources estimated the landless Indian population in Montana to be at least 
2,000 people—mainly Cree, Chippewa, and Métis—separated into groups of 75 to 200 (in general). What 
percentage of this total number is “125”? What is the significance of your answer? 

2. Between the time when the Valley County reservation site was revoked and the allotments made on the 
Blackfeet Reservation, where did Rocky Boy’s band live, and how did they survive? 

3. What actions did Rocky Boy take to try to help his people? 
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4. The first article states that these allotments are “a victory” and a “reward” that will “bring joy and gladness to 
the hearts of Rocky Boy and his followers.” How are these statements contradicted by the information 
provided in “Chippewas Abandon Reservation Again” and “Rocky Boy Band to Be Guests of the Government”?  
Be specific. 

5. Describe the allotments on the Blackfeet Reservation. How many acres was each allotment? 
What was the quality of the land? 

6. Compare the allotments on the Blackfeet Reservation to those on the proposed Valley County reservation. 
(See “Rocky Boy Indian Lands Open for Settlement” in D-1.) 

7. List two reasons that Penneto and his followers and Little Bear and his followers left the Blackfeet Reservation 
in 1910. Where did they go? 

8. Thought Questions: When did Rocky Boy and his band leave the Blackfeet Reservation? Where did they go? 

Why did they stay on the reservation longer than many of the Chippewa Cree? 



     
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

“Rocky Boy and His Band at Last to Have a Home” (newspaper article) Great Falls Tribune, 
June 17, 1910 (page 1). 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

“Chippewas Abandon Reservation Again” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard,    
December 14, 1910 (page 1). 



     
 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-2 Worksheet  (continued) 

Anaconda Standard, November 24, 1912 (page 10) 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity D: A Reservation is Created 

D-3 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
• “Little Bear Is Poor But He Is Also Proud” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, November 15, 1905 (page 

13). 

• Little Bear, 1895 (photograph), “Presented by Taylor the photographer,” MHS Pac 955-679. 

• “A Rocky Outfit” (newspaper editorial), Anaconda Standard, December 12, 1911 (page 6). 

• “Rocky Boy in Ill Fortune” (newspaper article), Great Falls Daily Tribune, January 6, 1912 (page 6). 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT: 

Newspapers continued to shape public opinion about the landless Indians. While the Anaconda Standard 
continued to print negative stories about Rocky Boy and other groups, other papers printed more favorable 
stories. The editor of the Great Falls Daily Tribune, William M. Bole, traveled to Washington to speak on behalf of 
Rocky Boy and used the pages of his paper to promote sympathy among its readers. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. According to “Little Bear Is Poor But He Is Also Proud ...”, what does Little Bear want from the Canadian 
government if he and his band return? (List five things.) 

2. Where will Little Bear’s band live in the 1905-06 winter, and how will they survive? 

3. What negative stereotypes does “A Rocky Outfit” use to describe Rocky Boy’s band? (List and define the terms 
used in the article.) 
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4. Why does the editor refer to Rocky Boy’s band as “Crees”? (You may need to refer to the historical context in 
order to answer this question.) 

5. “A Rocky Outfit” states that Rocky Boy’s band “Left a good home provided for it on the Blackfoot Reservation.” 
Use evidence from the articles in D-2 to test the accuracy of this statement. 

6. What do Rocky Boy’s actions in “Rocky Boy in Ill Fortune” reveal about his respect for persons of authority and 
private property? 

7. How much time passed between the publication of “A Rocky Outfit” and “Rocky Boy in Ill Fortune?” Why is 
that significant to this population? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-3 Worksheet  (continued) 

8. How are these details about Rocky Boy’s character different from the representation of him in the Anaconda 
Standard article? 

9. Thought Question: Why do you think that “A Rocky Outfit” and “Rocky Boy in Ill Fortune,” express such 
different perspectives on the situation? Answer in complete sentences. 



     
 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-3 Worksheet  (continued) 

“Little Bear is Poor but Proud” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, 
November 5, 1905 (page 13). 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-3 Worksheet  (continued) 

Little Bear, 1895. MHS PAc 955-679. Text on back of photo: “Presented by Taylor the photographer”. 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-3 Worksheet  (continued) 

“A Rocky Outfit” (newspaper editorial), Anaconda Standard, December 12, 1911 (page 6). 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-3 Worksheet  (continued) 

“Rocky Boy in Ill Fortune” (newspaper article), Great Falls Tribune, January 6, 1912 (page 6). 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity D: A Reservation Is Created 

D-4 Worksheet 

DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
• “Rocky Boy” by Joe Scheuerle (painting), (back, transcript), 1912, Blackfeet Res., MT, MHS L2008.03.07 (lent by 

the family of Joe Scheuerle). 

• Charlie Russell and Friends, 1913 (photograph), July 4, 1913, Polson, MT, MHS PAc 2000-40.6. 

• Chief Kenewash by Fritz Studio (photograph), undated, no location listed, MHS PAc 954-937. 

• Denny family by Lucke (photograph), circa 1917, near Havre, MT, MHS PAc 955-701 Al Lucke Collection. 

• William Denny Sr. Oral History (excerpt), 1983, OH 543 William Denny Sr. interview, part of the Métis Cultural 
Recovery oral history collection, MHS. 

EPILOGUE: 
Rocky Boy’s band of Chippewas and Little Bear’s Cree band were granted a small reservation on government 
lands near Fort Assinniboine in 1916, after much negotiation and against significant resistance. Many of the 
landless Indians, Chippewas and Crees alike, were excluded from the rolls at this new reservation. Likewise, many 
Métis were not included. Since that time, these families have continued living in communities throughout 
Montana, often experiencing social persecution as Indians or mixed-bloods without a reservation. To this day, the 
Little Shell Chippewas, many of whom are Métis, are not recognized by the federal government, although they 
have actively sought recognition for over a century. The Little Shell are recognized by the State of Montana. 

Rocky Boy died shortly before President Woodrow Wilson signed the executive order authorizing the reservation 
he and his fellow landless Indians had spent three decades working so hard to obtain. The Rocky Boy Reservation 
is the smallest reservation in Montana. 

QUESTIONS: 

Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences. 

1. Where and when was William Denny born? 

2. At the time of his birth, where did his father, James Denny, work? 

3. Where else did the Denny family live before the families moved to the Rocky Boy Reservation? 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-4 Worksheet  (continued) 

4. What did the Cree and Chippewa families who became enrolled do once they arrived on the reservation? List 
four things. 

5. Contrast these actions with earlier allegations made by entities such as the Anaconda Standard in articles such 
as “Good Riddance to Them” (D-1, page 104) and “A Rocky Outfit” (D-3, page 123). 

6. Whom does Denny acknowledge for the establishment of the reservation? What reasons does he mention for 
them having worked so hard to have a reservation (other than physical survival)? 

7. List three non-Indian allies who supported Rocky Boy and Little Bear in their quest for a reservation. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-4 Worksheet  (continued) 

8. Analyze the photographs of Chief Kenewash and the Denny family. Describe these individuals using 
specific photographic evidence. 

9. Thought Question: The Chippewa and Cree were in Montana as early as the 1870s but did not receive a 
reservation until 1916 (while members of the Little Shell never gained a reservation). Why do you think it 
took over forty years to establish Rocky Boy Reservation? Answer in complete sentences. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-4 Worksheet  (continued) 

“Rocky Boy” by Joe Scheurle (back of painting) 

“ROCKY BOY” chief and leader of the Rocky Boy Band of Canadian Crees and Chippewas, fugitives since the “Riel Rebellion” living in the U.S. “Chief Rocky 
Boy” Leader of the Riel Rebellion of 1885 and since a fugitive in the U.S. Painted at Blackfoot Res, Mont 1912. MHS artifact L2008.03.07. 
Lent by Joe Scheuerle’s grandson Bill Grierson and wife Pat. 

Text from the back of Scheuerle’s Rocky Boy, 1912. Painting by Joe Scheurle. 
“This bunch of Crees & Chippewas, about 200, known as the “Rocky Boy’s Band,” are fugitives from Canada. 
Since the Riel Rebellion of 1885 they have been roaming the reservations of the northwest of U.S. without any home, 
4 thru winters live in Great Falls—across the river from city—living on the towns—they are a ragged and poor 
bunch & it’s a wonder nothing is done for them or given a home some place in this big country—Russell and 
Linderman are well acquainted with these Indians & have been trying to help them get a home. Dancing 48 hours 
without eating or sleeping—several men & women in the Cree Medicine Lodge performing a “Sun Dance”— 
dancing in one spot behind an altar of green brush—blowing whistles made of eagle wing bone, big drum, with 4 
drummers, keeping up noise. I watched them at the finish, thinking they would collapse, but they ran off fresh as at 
the start”—Joe Scheuerle 

https://L2008.03.07


     
 

 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-4 Worksheet  (continued) 

Charlie Russell and Friends, 1913 

Charlie Russell and Friends. Polson, Montana. July 4, 1913. From left to right: Mrs. Scheuerle, William Krieghoff, Charlie Russell, Joe Scheuerle, 
unidentified, Hop. MHS Photo Archives Collection 2000-40.16. Photo by Thiri’s Aerial View Service. 

When Joe Scheurle and T. E. Ronne painted Little Bear and Rocky Boy’s portraits (see Historical Context pages 14 
and 15), the two leaders had been working together for years to secure a shared reservation. They were 
supported in their efforts by people like writer/legislator Frank Bird Linderman, artist Charlie Russell, and William 
Bole, the editor of the Great Falls Tribune. Charlie Russell invited other artists—such as Joseph Scheuerle and 
William Krieghoff—to visit him and have a chance to paint Little Bear and Rocky Boy. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-4 Worksheet  (continued) 

Chief Kenewash 

         Chief Kenewash. Photo by Fritz Studio. Year and location unknown. MHS Photo Archives Collection 954-937 

Kenewash was a Cree elder who helped establish the reservation. He was among the tribal representatives who 
met in Helena with state and federal officials to negotiate for the reservation at the site of Fort Assinniboine. 



     
 

 
 

 

Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-4 Worksheet  (continued) 

William Denny and his family. MHS PAC 955-702 

Denny Family. MHS PAc 955-702, Photo by Al Lucke, taken near Havre, MT. Cropped. 
William Denny is the young boy. His parents are James and Maggie Denny, a daughter of Little Bear. His sister is 
Florence Denny. James and his sister, Mary Denny, were listed as Canadian Crees affiliated with Rocky Boy’s band 
on Wheat’s 1909 census, with their surname spelled Dinnie.This photo would have been taken about 1917 or so, 
after the family moved to the newly created Rocky Boy Reservation. 
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Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions 
Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-4 Worksheet  (continued) 

William Denny (Sr.) Oral History (excerpts from transcript pgs 1 and 3) March 14, 1983. 
MHS OH 543. Part of the Metis Cultural Recovery Collection. 

Continued next page 
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Part 2—Analysis Activity; D-4 Worksheet  (continued) 
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Part 2 – Summary Activity 
D: A Reservation Is Created 

Using all of the documents and questions in Section D, write at least four paragraphs answering the following 
questions. Present your answers to the class. 

Summary of Understanding: 

1. Describe the proposed reservation in Valley County and why it did not become a reality. 

2. Describe the land offered on the Blackfeet Reservation. Why did that attempt to secure land for the 
Chippewa Cree fail? 

3.  Describe actions Little Bear and Rocky Boy took to help their people survive. Who else got invited? 

4. Who didn’t live to see these landless Indians and Metis obtain a homeland? What do you think of that? 

5. Where and when was a reservation established? 

6.  Use William Denny’s oral history to describe early reservation life. 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Credits for Images and Documents 

All of the photographs, archival object images, and historical documents used in this lesson are, unless otherwise 
stated, from the Montana Historical Society Research Center and Museum, Helena, Montana. The oral histories 
included here are transcripts from the Montana Historical Society. 

Two of the images, Horse and Travois and Andrew Valler are courtesy the Archives and the University of Montana’s 
Mansfield Library and are referenced as such. 

The C.M. Russell Museum in Great Falls generously provided the use of the image of Mothers Under the Skin by 
Charlie Russell. Full reference is included in the text. 

The photograph Indians Near Butte is used courtesy the Historic Photo Archives of Portland, Oregon. Full 
reference is cited in the text. 

The photograph of the Latrays, Lefferts, Charettes, and Rasors is courtesy Métis Cousins. 

The Hearst Library kindly provided access to original editions of the Anaconda Standard so that the newspaper 
articles for this project could be digitally photographed. Thank you, John Finn. The Montana Historical Society 
transcribed and reset many of the newspaper articles to enhance readability. Otherwise, none of the contents of 
these articles has been altered or omitted, except where noted. 

Additional Resources 

PRINT: 
Cajune, Julie. Montana Tribal Histories: Educators Resource Guide and Companion DVD. Helena, MT: Montana Office 
of Public Instruction. Rev. 2013. Sent by the OPI to all school libraries. Available online: http://opi.mt.gov/ 
Portals/182/Page%20Files/Indian%20Education/Social%20Studies/K-12%20Resources/MT%20Tribal%20Histories 
%20Educators%20Resource%20Guide.pdf 

Dusenberry, Verne. The Montana Cree: A Study in Religious Persistence. Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1998. Chapter One, “Historical Background,” pages 28-46. (The chapter material is the same in the 1962 
edition, though page numbers may be different.) This book is possibly found in public, school, or university 
libraries and can be interlibrary loaned. Used copies are available on the Internet. 

Hogue, Michel. “Disputing the Medicine Line: The Plains Crees and the Canadian-American Border, 1876-1885.” 
Montana The Magazine of Western History, 52 (Winter 2002), 2-17. 

Holmes, Krys. Montana: Stories of the Land. Helena, MT: Montana Historical Society Press, 2008. Chapters 8-15. Also 
available online from the MHS website: https://mhs.mt.gov/education/StoriesOfTheLand. 

Montana The Magazine of Western History is published by the Montana Historical Society and is available at most 
high school libraries in the state. Back issues may also be ordered from the Montana Historical Society. It is an 
excellent history journal, and there is an online searchable index on the Montana Historical Society website: 
http://www.mhs.mt.gov/. 
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Vrooman, Nicholas C. P. “The Whole Country was … ‘One Robe’”: The Little Shell Tribe’s America. Little Shell Tribe of 
Chippewa Indians of Montana and Drumlummon Institute. 2012. Sent by the Montana Office of Public Instruction 
to all school libraries. 

Study Guide and Timeline for “The Whole Country was One Robe:” The Little Shell Tribe’s America: A Montana 
Tribal Histories Project Book. Helena: Montana Office of Public Instruction, 2015. http://opi.mt.gov/Portals/182/ 
Page%20Files/Indian%20Education/Social%20Studies/K-12%20Resources/Little%20Shell%20Study%20Guide.pdf 
This study guide provides a detailed synopsis of the 466 page “Whole Country was … One Robe” as well as a very 
useful timeline for those interested in more information on the Little Shell. 

WEBSITES: 
C-Span Cities Tour – Helena: Nicholas Vrooman, “The Whole Country Was ...‘One Robe’.” 
To access, go to www.youtube.com and search “Nicholas Vrooman Helena.”

Chippewa Cree Tribe of Rocky Boy Montana: https://www.facebook.com/ChippewaCree 

Gabriel Dumont Institute: https://gdins.org (See also Virtual Museum link below.) 

Governor’s Office of Indian Affairs, state of Montana: http://tribalnations.mt.gov 
(Links to all Montana tribes and reservations.) 

Library of Congress Teacher’s Guides and Analysis Tool: http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/guides. 
html 

Michif Historical & Cultural Preservation Society: The Michif Métis Museum in British Columbia: 
http://www.michifmetismuseum.org/Home.html 

Montana Historical Society Research Center: http://mhs.mt.gov/research.asp 

Montana Office of Public Instruction, Indian Education and Indian Education for All: http://opi.mt.gov/Educators/ 
Teaching-Learning/Indian-Education 

Montana: Stories of the Land—Companion Website and Online Teachers Guide: 
https://mhs.mt.gov/education/StoriesOfTheLand

Montana: Stories of the Land—TIMELINE: http://svcalt.mt.gov/education/Textbook/Timeline/textbooktimeline. 
asp 

Montana Tribal Histories: Educators Resource Guide and Companion DVD: http://montanateach.org/resources/ 
montana-content-standards-for-english-language-arts-and-literacy-k-12/ 

Virtual Museum of Métis History and Culture: Gabriel Dumont Institute of Native Studies and Applied Research: 
http://www.metismuseum.ca/main.php 

 http://opi.mt.gov/Portals/182/Page%20Files/Indian%20Education/Social%20Studies/K-12%20Resources/Little%20Shell%20Study%20Guide.pdf

http://opi.mt.gov/Portals/182/Page%20Files/Indian%20Education/Social%20Studies/K-12%20Resources/Little%20Shell%20Study%20Guide.pdf
http://opi.mt.gov/Portals/182/Page%20Files/Indian%20Education/Social%20Studies/K-12%20Resources/Little%20Shell%20Study%20Guide.pdf
www.youtube.com
https://gdins.org
http://tribalnations.mt.gov
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/guides.html
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/guides.html
http://www.michifmetismuseum.org/Home.html
http://mhs.mt.gov/research.asp
http://opi.mt.gov/Educators/Teaching-Learning/Indian-Education
http://svcalt.mt.gov/education/Textbook/Timeline/textbooktimeline.asp
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http://www.metismuseum.ca/main.php
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https://www.facebook.com/ChippewaCree
https://mhs.mt.gov/education/StoriesOfTheLand


     
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

Montana Common Core Content Standards 
Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions (Lessons for 
Grades 7–12) is aligned with the following broad anchor Montana Common Core Standards: 

STANDARDS FOR LITERACY IN HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADES 6–12 

College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Reading 

(For grade-specific detail, see the Montana Office of Public Instruction website: http://montanateach.org/ 
resources/montana-content-standards-for-english-language-arts-and-literacy-k-12/ 

Key Ideas and Details 

1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite specific
textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text.

2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting
details and ideas.

3. Analyze how and why individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over the course of a text.

Craft and Structure 
4. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, connotative, and

figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone.

5. Analyze the structure of texts, including how specific sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the text
(e.g., a section, chapter, scene, or stanza) relate to each other and the whole.

6. Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text.

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse formats and media, including visually and quantitatively,

as well as in words.

8. Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, including the validity of the reasoning as
well as the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence.

9. Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build knowledge or to compare
the approaches the authors take.

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 
10. Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Writing, Grades 6–12 
(For grade specific detail, see the Montana Office of Public Instruction website 
montanateach.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/11NovELACommonCoreGradeband.pdf
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Text Types and Purposes 
1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and 

relevant and sufficient evidence. 

2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and information clearly and 
accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content. 

Production and Distribution of Writing 
3. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to 

task, purpose, and audience. 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge 
4. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, demonstrating 

understanding of the subject under investigation. 

5. Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, assess the credibility and accuracy of 
each source, and integrate the information while avoiding plagiarism. 

6. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

Range of Writing 
7. Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time 

frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

Essential Understandings Regarding Montana Indians 
Essential Understanding 1 
There is great diversity among the 12 tribal nations of Montana in their languages, cultures, histories, and 
governments. Each nation has a distinct and unique cultural heritage that contributes to modern Montana. 

Essential Understanding 2 
There is great diversity among individual American Indians as identity is developed, defined, and redefined by 
entities, organizations, and people. A continuum of Indian identity, unique to each individual, ranges from 
assimilated to traditional. There is no generic American Indian. 

Essential Understanding 3 
The ideologies of Native traditional beliefs and spirituality persist into modern-day life as tribal cultures, 
traditions, and languages are still practiced by many American Indian people and are incorporated into how 
tribes govern and manage their affairs. Additionally, each tribe has its own oral histories, which are as valid as 
written histories. These histories pre-date the “discovery” of North America. 

Essential Understanding 4 
Reservations are lands that have been reserved by the tribes for their own use through treaties, statutes, and 
executive orders and were not “given” to them. The principle that land should be acquired from the Indians only 
through their consent with treaties involved three assumptions: 



     
 

 

I. Both parties to treaties were sovereign powers. 

II. Indian tribes had some form of transferable title to the land. 

III. Acquisition of Indian lands was solely a government matter not to be left 
to individual colonists. 

Essential Understanding 5 
There were many federal policies put into place throughout American history that have affected Indian people 
and still shape who they are today. Many of these policies conflicted with one another. Much of Indian history can 
be related through several major federal policy periods: 

Colonization Period 1492–1800s 

Treaty Period 1789–1871 

Allotment Period 1887–1934 (Allotment and Boarding School Period 1879–1934) 

Tribal Reorganization Period 1934–1958 

Termination and Relocation Period 1953–1971 

Self-determination 1968–Present 

Essential Understanding 6 
History is a story most often related through the subjective experience of the teller. With the inclusion of more 
and varied voices, histories are being rediscovered and revised. History told from Indian perspectives frequently 
conflicts with the stories mainstream historians tell. 

Essential Understanding 7 
Under the American legal system, Indian tribes have sovereign powers, separate and independent from federal 
and state governments. However, the extent and breadth of tribal sovereignty is not the same for each tribe. 
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	How to Use the Lessons 
	These lessons are designed with the objective of teaching students about the landless Métis, Cree, and Chippewa Indians in Montana between 1889 and 1916, while giving them an opportunity to do their own guided analysis of historical and primary source materials. (Note: Alignment to Montana Common Core Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies follows the lessons.)
	Enduring Understandings
	After completing these lessons, students will understand that:
	1.
	The landless Indians of Montana come from three primary groups: the Cree, the Chippewa, and the Métis.
	2. 
	The press (i.e., the Anaconda Standard or Great Falls Tribune) played a crucial role in influencing public opinion and government policies regarding the landless Indians.
	3.
	The landless Indians faced extreme prejudice and repeated questions about their legitimacy, making it difficult for them to get federal recognition or aid.
	4. 
	The landless Indians worked hard, though not always successfully, to maintain economic independence and to gain political sovereignty.
	5.
	There was a political tension in white culture between the desire to “civilize” the Indians and the racist belief that Indians could not be civilized. Both positions were rooted in a lack of understanding or appreciation for the Indians’ histories and cultures. At the same time, these conflicting ideologies complicated the way that the public, the media and political leaders responded to Montana’s landless Indians.
	No outside materials are required for the lessons, although there is a list of Additional Resources (print, web-based, and museum), if teachers or students want to do further reading or research. If your class is using the Montana history textbook, Montana: Stories of the Land, this lesson would be most useful when you have finished Chapter 15—The Progressive Era. Students would greatly benefit from the background information it provides See Montana: Stories of the Land—Companion Website and Online Teachers
	Overview
	The fourteen lessons are divided into two main parts: 
	PART 1, Historical Context 
	PART 2, Analysis Activities with four sub-groups:
	Analysis Activity A—Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chippewa, and Métis (A-1—A-4)
	Analysis Activity B—White Views on Landless Indians (B-1—B-2)
	Analysis Activity C—Deportation and Homelessness (C-1—C-3)
	Analysis Activity D—A Reservation is Created (D-1—D-4)
	• 
	Note the map at the beginning of Part 1—Historical Context, showing areas of utilization in both Canada and the United States by the Métis, Cree, and Chippewa Indians. 
	•  • •  •   •  •      • 
	Both the Historical Context and the Analysis Activities contain worksheets and all of the primary source  documents and images necessary for analysis. 
	The historical and primary source materials are coordinated with the worksheets, organized, and labeled.
	When necessary, a short section of HISTORICAL NOTES is included near the top of the worksheet to   provide additional background or contextual information relevant to the primary sources being analyzed. 
	Each worksheet contains a series of specific questions tailored to the primary source(s) in order to   facilitate the analysis. (For differentiated instruction needs, note which worksheets have fewer and/or less  complex documents to be analyzed and questions to be answered.) 
	Through the analysis process, students will be able to utilize the historical documents and images to   piece together a complex and detailed history of the landless Cree, Chippewa, and Métis in Montana.
	It is vital for teaachers to read all lessons and view all primary source images and documents ahead of  time. They offer unprecedented windows to specific years, often displaying racism and harshness, but also  enduring humanity, showing students the reality of the history of landless Indian people in Montana.   Viewing those realities through images and documents created between 1880 and 1916 enables students  not only to be more authentically informed about the past, but also to understand the contempora
	A timeline is provided for teacher reference.
	Note: It is critical for students’ understanding of the material to complete Part 1—Historical Context—before going on to the Analysis Activities, as it is the foundation for this unit.
	Lesson Implementation Options
	Timeline: Ideally, this lesson should take eight days; however, it can be condensed into one full week with homework. 
	Students will work in groups for two days, then groups will present in order to the entire class. A summative assignment will be due the day after the presentations.
	Optional additional materials: a computer, projector, and screen. These are useful if teacher or presenting students want the class to see the documents being discussed. 
	Teacher prep: Teacher should read and be familiar with all materials included in this unit. Make copies of primary documents (one per student per corresponding group) and worksheets (one per group A, B, C, D) and one per student for the Historical Context. 
	Days 1-2: Introduction (Part 1- Historical Context) 
	Teacher introduces lesson and makes sure students know what primary source documents are. Entire class works together on the Historical Context portion of the unit. If class does not complete this section entirely on Day 1, teacher should assign it as homework due at the beginning of class on Day 2. Alternatively, teacher could extend this section of the lesson by one day, thereby taking six to eight full days to complete the unit.
	Days 3-4: Group Working Days (Analysis Activities) 
	Divide class into four groups: A, B, C, and D. Provide each group with the corresponding worksheets for that lettered group. Provide each student with all of the documents for that group. Make sure students also have their 
	copies of the Historical Context material, as well as answers to the Historical Context Worksheet. Students will work for two days and take turns reading, discussing, and analyzing each document and filling in the analysis worksheets. They will need to stay on task to complete the work in two days (estimate two 50-minute periods). They need to be mindful that each student contributes in a meaningful way and is prepared to present their findings to the class. Students should read and discuss the documents al
	Assessment: When students are finished with all documents and worksheets, they will write a one-page summary. Make sure students also have their copies of the Historical Context material, as well as answers to the Historical Context Worksheet. They will present this summary to the class on Day 4 or 5.
	Day 5-8: Presentation Days (group A, B, C, D,)
	Note: As time permits, Days 5-8 can be condensed into two days, with group A and B presenting on Day 5 and groups C and D presenting on Day 6.
	Students should show images of documents, particularly photos, to the class as they present. Each day one or more groups will present their findings to the entire class, taking about 10 to 15 minutes to do so, followed by questions. As each group presents, other students (not in that group) should take thorough notes on each group’s findings, using the summary questions to guide them.
	Assessment: At the end of each presentation, the presenting group will hand in their completed worksheets and their summary of findings. Homework: Students not in the presenting group will write at least two paragraphs explaining what they learned from each presenting group, or will answer the summative questions for that Section (ABCD). These will be due the following day at the beginning of class. 
	At the end of Day 8, lead a class discussion about why it took over forty years to create the Rocky Boy Reservation. Point out that not all of the landless Indians were enrolled on the Rocky Boy Reservation (i.e., the Little Shell). Discuss why this might have been.
	Unit Assessment
	Students should be assessed on the following activities: 
	• • • • 
	 Participation in and completion of Historical Context portion of the lesson (10%);
	 Significant and meaningful participation in reading, completing section worksheets, discussing and analyzing group materials, and preparing the summary of findings (30%);
	 Participation in presentation to the class (15%); and
	 Thoughtful and detailed summaries of the other groups’ presentations/findings (15% each x 3 = 45%)
	Background Information for Teachers
	Canadian and U.S. Areas of Utilization by Cree, Chippewa, and Métis People 
	                                    British ColumbiaAlbertaFrog LakeSaskatchewanManitobaRed River Settlement North DakotaTurtle Mountain ReservationSpirit Lake ReservationFort Berthold ReservationStanding RockReservationMontanaLittle Shell HeadquartersFort BentonHavreGreat FallsCrow ReservationNorthern Cheyenne ReservationFort Peck ReservationFort Belknap ReservationFlathead ReservationBlackfeet ReservationRocky Boy ReservationLewistownHelenaBirdseyeButteAnaconda•••••••
	Landless Indians Timeline
	1872-74: The British-Canadian and American International Boundary Commissions survey their national boundaries, with Métis serving as translators, guides, and laborers, from Lake of the Woods (Ontario/Minnesota) to the Rocky Mountains. The new international boundary ignores centuries-long patterns of travel of the highly mobile indigenous and Métis communities. The boundary’s creation also superimposes arbitrary Canadian or American “claims” to these populations while dividing interrelated bands and even fa
	1860s-1870s: Increasing armed conflicts between trespassing American settlers and the indigenous people of the Northern Plains prompt increasing military interventions. Wars, like the Great Sioux War and Nez Perce War, lead to the confinement of most Indians on reservations and increased military presence throughout Montana Territory. These wars also create a refugee population of Nez Perce, Lakota, and Northern Cheyenne in Canada.
	1879: Métis families found the community that becomes Lewistown, Montana. This same year, Fort Assiniboine is established to guard the U.S.-Canadian border and to prevent both Indians and Métis people from freely traveling throughout the region, as they had always done before the border existed.
	1870s-1880s: The U.S. Army patrols ceded and un-ceded lands in an attempt to contain all Indians onto reservations, while also seeking to deport encampments of “Canadian” Indians and the French-speaking Métis to Canada, regardless of the actual geographical origins or tribal connections of these inter-related groups.
	1883-84: Fewer than 200 bison remain on the Plains. Many members of the northern tribes die during the “Starvation Winter,” including up to half of the Blackfeet Tribe.
	1885: After the Canadian government repeatedly violates its agreement with the Métis community—and in response to ongoing starvation and suffering—Métis political leaders Gabriel Dumont and Louis Riel help organize a resistance to defend their rights and territory against the British-Canadian government. Canadian forces defeat them in what is commonly known as the Northwest Rebellion. Hundreds of Métis people and their Cree, Chippewa, and other allies flee across the “Medicine Line” (the Canadian/U.S. borde
	1889: Montana becomes a state. Some white Montanans harbor the misperception that all landless Indians throughout the state are “renegade Canadian Crees” from the Northwest Rebellion and demand their deportation. Other Montanans empathize with the plight of the landless Indians and urge the state and federal government to provide them land.
	1896: After two unsuccessful attempts in five years, the United States Congress passes the Cree Deportation Act of 1896. General Pershing deports over 500 “Crees” to Alberta, many of whom are actually members of other tribes, or are Métis, and were born on the American side of the U.S.-Canadian border. Most return to Montana.
	1890s-early 1900s: Montana registers many Métis livestock brands. Some Métis families file homestead claims; others work as day laborers throughout the state or are employed by members of the Crow Tribe. However, most landless Indians and many Métis live in marginal circumstances.
	1908-1913: At the urging of prominent Montanans and tribal leaders, attempts are made to create a reservation in historic Valley County in 1908. The plan is defeated by the owner of the Great Northern Railway. Similarly, 
	attempts to provide allotments for landless Indians on other Montana reservations fail despite general approval by tribal leaders. Instead, government-designated “surplus” lands on the Crow and Flathead Reservations are opened up to white homesteaders.
	1913-15: Fort Assiniboine is transferred to the Department of Interior.
	1916: Public Law 261 establishes the Rocky Boy’s Reservation for “Rocky Boy’s Band of Chippewas and such other homeless Indians of the State of Montana.” Rocky Boy himself dies of starvation and pneumonia two months before the reservation is established.
	1917: Indian Agent, James McLaughlin creates “an official enrollment list” for the new reservation of 425 people, more than 200 fewer people than were listed on an earlier enrollment list, leaving many Indians still landless.
	1921-24: Joe Dussome and others create a formal organization, the Landless Indians of Montana, to advocate for those who remained off the rolls at Rocky Boy. Many of LIM’s members were direct descendants of Little Shell’s band of Chippewa Indians (who were left off the rolls of the Turtle Mountain Reservation because they were in Montana hunting), and LIM later becomes known as the Little Shell Tribe of Chippewa Indians of Montana.
	1935: Approximately 35,500 acres of land is added to the Rocky Boy’s Reservation; twenty-three families and ten unmarried people are adopted into the reservation’s Chippewa-Cree Tribe.
	1949: The Landless Indians of Montana group asks Montana governor John W. Bonner to support “that lands be granted . . . by the federal government to care for the 4,000 to 5,000 Chippewas now living at several places in Montana.” No action is taken to accomplish this goal.
	1955: Montana’s congressional delegation submits a joint resolution to Congress to “resume and initiate an adequate program of recognition, education, and rehabilitation [for the] descendants of Chief Little Shell’s Band of Chippewa Indians,” many of whom are living in or near Great Falls.
	1974: The Indian Claims Commission rejects the claim of the Little Shell Chippewa and the Rocky Boy’s Chippewa Cree Tribes that they held Aboriginal title to lands included within the 1855 Stevens Blackfoot Treaty.
	1978: The Department of Interior Bureau of Indian Affairs creates new regulations outlining a federal recognition process. The Little Shell petition again.
	2003: State of Montana recognizes the Little Shell tribe. The fight for federal recognition continues. Follow the status of the Little Shell Restoration Act: https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/s161
	Part 1 - Historical Context 
	Introduction 
	A few months before Montana became a state, the Fort Benton River Press printed an editorial complaining about the “half-breed” Indians who, lacking a reservation of their own, were camped in scattered locations across the state. 
	Who were the so-called “roaming half-breeds” referred to in this article? Where did they come from, and why didn’t they have a reservation as other tribes in Montana did at this time? Why did they wander, and how did they survive? Why was the press so negative in its treatment of them? Did they remain homeless, or were they able to secure land of their own? To begin to answer these questions, and more, it is important to have an understanding of the historical context of this situation.
	Federal Indian Policy: An Era of Assimilation (1880s–1920s)
	The federal government negotiated several key treaties with Montana tribes between 1850 and 1887. These government-to-government agreements recognized Indian nations as sovereign (independent and self-governing) nations and set territorial boundaries. In these treaties, the United States traded permission to build roads, railroads, and settlements on Indian land in return for the promise of food, supplies, or funds (annuities). In later periods, the press often portrayed rations or other support that the Bu
	After the Civil War, the government agency responsible for Indian affairs shifted from the Department of War to the Interior Department. A Commissioner of Indian Affairs was appointed to oversee matters involving federally recognized tribes in the United States. Treaties between tribes and the federal government had already reduced tribal lands to a fraction of tribal territories, and by the 1880s the reservations themselves had been shrunk by millions of acres in Montana alone as the United States sought t
	Familiarity with the following terms found throughout both Part 1—Historical Context and Part 2—Analysis Activities will assist with your understanding of the material presented. As you come upon each term, close reading of the text will give you clues to meaning. (Also, for additional information, refer to the US Department of the Interior: Indian Affairs FAQS site—http://www.bia.gov/FAQs/.)
	Annuities
	Assimilation era
	Assimilation, assimilationist
	Autonomy
	Boarding schools
	General Allotment Act of 1887  (Dawes Act, allotment, allotted)
	Indigenous
	Inherent sovereignty
	Medicine Line
	Métis
	Public domain
	Rations
	Reservation
	Severalty
	Treaty agreement
	Ward
	Assimilationist policies intended once and for all to destroy indigenous cultures by remaking Indian people in the image of white Americans. The Dawes Act (or General Allotment Act) of 1887 enabled the federal government to fragment communal reservation lands into individually owned allotments and to open up the not allotted portions for settlement by white immigrants, in disregard of most of the treaties made between tribes and the federal government. Industrial training facilities and boarding schools, op
	Although a small percentage of indigenous people, mainly from eastern tribes, had become American citizens by this time, the vast majority of Indians, especially those in the West, were considered by the United States to be wards of the federal government. The United States claimed it was for the betterment of Indians that they be wards who would depend on the paternalistic guidance of the government in the same way a young child is dependent on a parent. In this way, the United States undermined the inhere
	The reservation system and the continuance of tribal relations have been broken to such a degree that what remains of these obstacles to the Indian’s progress is light and easily removed. The reservations have been purchased and converted into settlements after due allotments to the Indians in sufficient quantities to enable each of them to have a farm, and this, with a constant suppression of the influence attempted to be exercised by chiefs or head men, has developed among these people a sense of the impo
	Annual Report of Secretary of the Interior, June 30, 1892, page viii. 
	The New State of Montana
	Prior to 1889, the abundant bison, elk, antelope, and deer populations—noted by Lewis and Clark—had been almost completely obliterated as frontiersmen, prospectors, fortune seekers, and the railroads pushed into the West. The new state of Montana, a child of the gold rush, offered its recently acquired lands up for homesteading to the urban population from the East and Midwest as well as newly arriving European immigrants who longed to fulfill their destinies as prosperous, land-owning citizens. For them Mo
	American beliefs about race at this time were still firmly hierarchical, and many Americans did not believe Indians or Métis people deserved the same property or rights as European Americans. A free Indian population—that is, Indian or Métis (mixed heritage) peoples who were not confined to reservations but instead inhabited portions of the newly acquired public domain—embodied, in the minds of whites, an economic and social threat so far as these Indians and Métis people might want what the settlers and in
	The U.S. government and many American people often referred to the presence of indigenous inhabitants as the “Indian problem,” because they presented an obstacle to complete colonization of the lands inside the U.S. border by European Americans. Tribes on the reservations were considered “in progress,” while Indians who had no reservation of their own were viewed with suspicion and negativity by most Montanans. In general, many white Americans and the government believed that American Indians would eventual
	he Landless Indians: Cree, Chippewa, and Métis 
	It is in this historical context that the landless Indians in Montana became what the state called an “Indian problem,” confounding the federal government and revealing many contradictions between the assimilationist policies of the Progressive Era and the manner in which the state and the federal government handled this complex situation. Complicating the issue of their landlessness was the fact that some of these Indians had been born in Canada, and the U.S. government was very reluctant to acknowledge it
	                 
	The landless Indians and Métis in Montana had origins on both sides of the “Medicine Line” and came from several different tribes, primarily Cree and Chippewa, but also Assiniboine, Dakota, Gros Ventre (White Clay), and others. They had relatives in west-central Canada, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Montana, some of whom were enrolled on reservations at Turtle Mountain and Spirit Lake. Generations of Cree and Chippewa Indians had served as interpreters and guides for explorers, missionaries, and fur traders,
	Some of the first documented Métis families to arrive here settled in what is now central Montana as early as the1870s and began establishing communities. Lewistown is one of the many towns settled by Métis people. Many were descendents of the fur trade, but others were people displaced by the westward-expanding populations in
	Train of Métis carts, Lewistown, Montana. The building on the left is the residence and office of Dr. W. F. Hanson. On the porch are George T. Bach and  his sister, Emily. The exact date is not known, but it appears to be about 1885. Photograph by W. H. Culver, Maiden, Montana. MHS Photo Archives Collection 950-583. 
	Canada and the United States. Other Métis and Cree families arrived in the late 1880s, coming from Minnesota, North Dakota, and western Canada. Some of these people had participated in the Northwest Rebellion of 1885 in Canada. At the time, mixed-heritage people in Canada did not have the same rights as other people and could not own land. Louis Riel was an educated, articulate Métis man who championed the idea of a Métis homeland in Canada. In 1885, Riel who was living in Montana, was asked by a fellow Mét
	The Métis had a syncretic culture—a distinct culture made from the blending of French, Scottish, Chippewa, Cree, and other cultures and yet maintaining its own unique characteristics. Many of the Métis were Catholic and were literate in both French and Cree (which has its own written language). They frequently worked as trappers, laborers, and farmers, and were (and still are) known for their musical talents. Louis Riel, for instance, was not just a leader in the Métis resistance; he was also a poet, a poli
	In addition to the Métis, Cree Indians made up a significant portion of the landless population. One Cree band was led by Little Bear, one of the participants in the Frog Lake Uprising in Canada and the Northwest Rebellion. Not all of the Cree in Montana were rebellion participants. Many were displaced Crees who had been pushed 
	farther and farther west over time. 
	The other significantly large group of landless Indians was the Chippewas, most of whom, like their leader, Rocky Boy, came to Montana from North Dakota. Many of the Chippewas were enrolled tribal members at the Turtle Mountain Reservation who had left to seek a living elsewhere.
	One thing is for certain: by 1889, neither the Métis, nor the Cree, nor theChippewa were strangers to Montana. All of them had been present here since before the time of statehood and had intermarried with Assiniboine, Dakota, and other tribes. However, because this intertribal alliance did not have treaties with the U.S. government—treaties that could acknowledge their claim to specific lands in Montana—they had no reservation(s) in this state. Making matters more difficult for them was the fact that in th
	in the state, and often were financially involved in multiple industrial endeavors at the same time. For instance, the largest mines in the state were those in Butte owned by the “Copper Kings”: William Andrews Clark and Marcus Daly. At the turn of the century, non-English-speaking immigrants made up over one-fourth of Butte’s population, and Butte’s mines employed thousands of laborers from dozens of national origins. Clark and Daly made many millions of dollars from their mines and also profited from the 
	Both Clark and Daly also owned newspapers, but Daly, the owner of the Anaconda Company, owned the largest and most influential paper in the state: the Anaconda Standard. The Anaconda Standard rivaled the largest newspapers in the country from cities like New York and Chicago. Daly made sure his paper had state-of-the-art equipment, a limitless budget, and a well-trained staff. The Anaconda Standard also had special correspondents throughout Montana, and its own Washington bureau to report on national affair
	Figure
	Rocky Boy, whose name is more accurately translated as  Stone Child, was a Chippewa chief who led the effort to gain a reservation for landless Indians in Montana. Rocky Boy died in 1916, months before an Executive Order granted him and his people the land they had been fighting for. Rocky Boy. By Joe Scheuerle, 1912, Blackfeet Reservation, Montana. MHS artifact L2008.03.07. Lent by the family of Joseph Scheuerle and used here with permission.
	The heavy influence of the press revealed and cemented white prejudice against the landless Indians. This prejudice determined to a large extent the actions of the federal government with regards to their situation. For the landless Métis and Indian bands, such opposition meant that their people, increasingly impoverished and destitute, would wander the state for over three decades in an effort to survive while striving against enormous odds to acquire a permanent home for themselves and future generations.
	P
	Anaconda Standard, December 31, 1899, page 6.The Anaconda Standard boasted a large readership and a wide distribution area. By 1908, the cities in which it was available daily at the newsstands, in addition to those listed in the 1899 masthead, were New York, Detroit, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, San Diego, Ogden, Spokane, Tacoma, Portland, and Seattle.
	Figure
	Colonel Wilbur Fisk Sanders on Main Street, Butte, Montana. Individual Indians, such as these, were not uncommon in towns in Montana. This photograph was likely taken around 1880-1890. MHS Research Center Photo Archives, PAc 2008-33 1. Photographer and exact date unknown. 
	“Without Country or Tribe” (newspaper article), Fort Benton  River Press, June 26, 1889 (page4).
	Figure
	“The Uplift of the Indian: A Practical Experiment” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, April 4, 1909 (page 1).
	           
	Washington Bureau ofthe Standard
	ASHINGTON, D.C., April 1-A sociological experiment of far-reaching proportions and  significance, probably the first of its kind in history, is being conducted by the United States government in the application of the Leupp idea to the long vexatious Indian problem. It involves the making of full-fledged citizens, within a generation or less, out of the raw material of savages and the semi-civilized. The traditional policy of the government towards the Indian has been practically reversed and the Indian is 
	and it is working like a charm because it is based upon sound common sense. It is a hard-headed, hard-hitting application of the philosophy of the hungry stomach which has been the most potent civilizing factor in the history of the world.
	Four years ago, Francis E. Leupp was appointed commissioner of Indian affairs by President Roosevelt. It marked the beginning of an almost revolutionary treatment of the Indian problem. For about a century, the United 
	States government, when not fighting with the Indians, had been treating them as helpless, irresponsible wards, a policy that has cost millions of dollars, was fruitful of unsavory scandals, and resulted only in pauperizing and demoralizing a vanishing race of noble character and splendid possibilities. Cooped up on a reservation, given free rations and little incentive to labor, treated as a race alien in interests and ideals to those of the white man, robbed by the unscrupulous, deluded by unwise and impr
	To fit the Indian for complete American citizenship, to make of the pampered pauper a self-supporting, self-respecting member of the community, to wipe out the racial fetish and to give the Indian all the  white man’s privileges, rights and responsibilities are the foundation principles of the “Leupp idea” of solving the Indian problem. This means the abolition of free rations; it means the wiping out of the reservations and the allotment of Indian lands in severalty to the Indians; it means the abolition o
	and the practical education of the Indian in the work of making a living for himself and his family; it means the absorption of the Indian into the life of the community as he becomes a whiter man in all but color, and finally, it means the disappearance of the Indian problem itself. The hungry stomach as the most powerful civilizing factor might, perhaps, be taken as the corner stone of Mr. Leupp’s policy. It has proved marvelously successful in bringing the Indian within the scope of the economic regime.
	Since the establishment of the large Indian reservations in the far West, half a century and more ago, slice after slice has been taken from them as the tide of white settlement swept into the frontier states and territories. Many of the reservations by 1905 had been reduced to a mere fraction of their original extent, robbing the Indians of their hunting grounds. But the reductions that had been made were in response to the insistent demands of the land-hungry white settlers. But it is an entirely differen
	With the disappearance of the reservations will go the great handicap of tribal relations, with the powerful and generally malign influence of the medicine man, clearing the ground for civilization. Already the younger generation, more receptive of white man’s ideas than the older Indian, is beginning to laugh at the superstitions and pretensions of the medicine man, and when an institution is made the target for ridicule it is in-decay and its power is slipping away. The medicine man is no longer coddled a
	man, under the same law, has been sufficient to abolish the evil features of the Indian dances. It is an appeal to the Indian’s pride and sense of fairness that is more effective than calling out the troops.
	The abolition of the system of free rations was begun under Commissioner Jones and has been extended by Commissioner Leupp until today no Indians, except the crippled and dependent or those in places were no work can be got, feed upon the government’s charity. The cardinal economic law that if a man eat he must first work is now the law for every able-bodied Indian. Under the regime of free rations the Indian lived a pauperized, parasitical life. Under the regime of work, that teaches that labor and a full 
	t is a fundamental feature of the Leupp policy that if the ndian problem is to be solved by making the Indians itizens they must be trained to responsibility in practically he same rough, stern methods by which the white man s trained. As far as it is possible and practicable, the ndian is being placed upon his own responsibility and esources. Protected from fraud and imposition, the ndian is being forced to learn the white man’s way in the chool of experience. It is because of the valuable training t gives
	Another vitally important education reform of Mr. Leupp’s has been the campaign against non-reservation schools. He 
	has wisely contended that the education of the Indian for ultimate citizenship should be mainly of a practical nature, designed to make the Indian self-supporting by training his native abilities. That is the one great need now, and to accomplish the greatest good the Indian school must be upon the reservation in the midst of the people it seeks to uplift. Here it becomes not only an educational center, but also a civic and social center which ministers not along to the young, but also it directly teaches a
	“The key to the whole Indian problem,” says Mr. Leupp, “is to remember that the Indian is a man like the rest of us, and that the danger lies in treating him as a thing apart and in inventing artificial methods in dealing with him.”
	This is the basis of the new Indian policy that is devoted to saving the sturdy character of the Indian and to tactfully and naturally leading him along the path of normal evolution toward the ideals of American citizenship in which the Indian as a problem will become a historic memory. That is the Leupp idea.
	(Note: article continues but is cropped here.)
	Gov. Norris’s submission to Stories of the States, March 11, 1910 (pages 1 and 2, and final paragraph). MHS MC 35:16/7 Montana Governors Papers.
	 
	  
	Part 1—Historical Context Worksheet
	6. “The Uplift of the Indian” re-states a common mistake—that reservation tribes received “free rations.” Why, in   
	fact, were tribes supposed to receive rations from the federal government? 
	7. What are nine basic principles and objectives of the “Leupp idea,” as listed in the third column of this article? (Frances Leupp was the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.) 
	8. If the federal government’s assimilation policies, as defined in the Leupp idea, were successful, what would the outcome be for the indigenous tribes and their people?
	9. What does “the abolition of tribal relations” mean?
	 10. What is “allotment in severalty”? 
	11. How does the author of “The Uplift of the Indian” and the Office of Indian Affairs view indigenous cultures,  
	including their spiritual traditions and practice? How are tribal ceremonies depicted?
	 12. “The Uplift of the Indian” reiterates the federal government’s claim that “the law … is the same for the Indian and the white man.” In what ways was this statement incorrect (in that era)?
	13. List some of the terms and phrases from “The Uplift of the Indian” that demonstrate the attitude that Indians were children and treated as such.
	 14. In the government’s plans of assimilation, as outlined in this article, who is/are not mentioned as being one of the entities to determine the fate of the Indians?
	15. How does Governor Norris, through his essay, envision the state of Montana in 1910, and what mention does he make of tribal peoples in this vision?
	 16. Thought Question: One of the fundamental reasons behind the assimilation policies of this period (1880s through 1920s) was the assertion that Indian peoples needed, for their own good, to be made responsible instead of being treated as pampered paupers. What caused the general state of poverty among Indian tribes, and what was the federal government’s role in creating those conditions? Answer in complete sentences.
	Part 2—Analysis Activity A : Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chippewa, And Métis 
	A-1 Worksheet 
	4.  What did these Cree Indians wear (men, women, children), according to this article?
	5. What religion or spiritual traditions did the Crees in Butte follow?
	6. How did Indians living near Butte make a living (as described in the newspaper article)?
	7. How does the author of the “Queer Spots In and About Butte: The Cree Village” describe these Indians? (See final paragraph.)
	8. What is the man (center) in the photograph “Indians Near Butte” carrying? What does this suggest about thework these men are doing? 
	9. Describe the men in the photograph “Two Indian Men and Saddle from Birdseye”. How do they look? What are they wearing? What kind of work might they do? 
	10. Describe the woman, the mother and baby, and their home in the photographs Indian Mother and Baby 
	and Indian Woman and Tent.
	11.  Thought Question: How do images of actual Cree people and artifacts differ from or support the 
	descriptions of Cree Indians in the newspaper article “Queer Spots In and About Butte?” Use complete sentences. 
	Figure
	Cree tourist pouch from 1900. 
	Small items such as this pouch were made to sell for cash to tourists and collectors.
	MHS artifact x1957.05.34. Collection of Robert Vaughn, gift of his daughter, Elizabeth Sprague
	Figure
	Older Cree pouch made for personal use. 
	MHS artifact x1982.23.01, gift of Nelle A. Kenyon.
	“Queer Spots In and About Butte: The Cree Village” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, May 27, 1906 (page 6).
	Figure
	Two Indian Men and Saddle. MHS PAc 85-29, Underseth Collection.
	 
	Figure
	Indian Mother and Baby. MHS PAc 85–29, Underseth Collection.
	Indian Woman and Tent.  MHS PAc 85-29, Underseth Collection. 
	Figure
	Replica of a Cree Indian “moss bag” used for carrying babies. It is called a moss bag because soft dry moss was used as diapering for the babies.  MHS artifact 2004.80.01. 
	Part 2—Analysis Activity A: Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chippewa and Metis
	A-2 Worksheet 
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES:  
	•   •   •    •  
	“Religious Services by the Cree Indians” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, May 16, 1906 (page 1). 
	Unidentified Cree Man by Al Lucke (photograph), circa 1890, Havre, MT, MHS PAc 955-694 from Lucke   Collection.
	“1908 Sun Dance, Rocky Boy’s Band, Helena, Mont.” (transcribed diary), July 5, 6, and 7, 1908, excerpt from  diary of John Galen Carter, MHS SC 1978.
	Photographs of artifacts: Child’s Beaded Vest, Cree, circa 1880s, MHS artifact x1976.08.35 from Lohmiller  Collection; Buckskin Gauntlet Gloves, 1900, MHS artifact x1966.09.05 a-b; and Cree Child’s Moccasins,   around 1900, MHS artifact x1982.24.22 a-b. 
	HISTORICAL NOTES: 
	John G. Carter was the son of Senator Thomas Carter, who wanted to eliminate the Crow Reservation entirely so that it would be opened up for settlement by whites. John Carter, his mother, and siblings visited the Fort Belknap Reservation, and he watched several Sun Dance ceremonies between 1904 and 1909, including a Cree Sun Dance (Thirst Dance) ceremonies held at Fort Belknap. He took extensive notes on what he witnessed and compiled a diary of those notes. J. G. Carter later became a land commissioner.
	Not all tribes have a Sun Dance. The Cree called their ceremony a Thirst Dance, and it is very much like what other tribes called a Sun Dance. A Sun Dance is a spiritual ceremony, not undertaken lightly, and its purpose is for the dancers to pray for the well-being and survival of their families and community. It is customary for dancers to fast throughout the ceremony, which may last two to four days, and to purify themselves in sweat lodge ceremonies. The songs sung by the singers at the drum are prayer s
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. What religion were the Cree Indians who attended church services in Virginia City in 1906?
	2. What language was the church service in?
	3.Who participated in the Sun Dance held in Helena in July 1908? Who was the Sun Dance leader?
	4. How does Carter describe these Indians and their condition? How were they surviving at this time?
	5. Why did the Chippewa, Cree, and Métis hold a Sun Dance in the city of Helena?
	6. What was the religious affiliation of many of the Métis? Did the Chippewas traditionally have a Sun Dance?
	7. Why did Rocky Boy, Little Bear, and some of the Red River Métis meet at Thomas Carter’s house in Helena? What did they want for their impoverished tribes?
	8. Thought Question: How do these documents and photographs reflect the diversity among these three groups and the diversity among individual tribal members? Give specific examples. Answer in complete sentences.
	“Religious Services by the Cree Indians” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, May 16, 1906 (page 1).
	Figure
	Figure
	Unidentified Cree Man. By Al Lucke. Year unknown, probably around 1890. MHS PAc 955-694
	Excerpts from the diary of John G. Carter’s. [MHS SC 1978.]
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Child’s beaded vest, front and back. Cree. Circa 1880s. MHS artifact x1976.08.35 from the Lohmiller Collection.
	“The Crees did beautiful work when it came to buckskin work and sewing. They would take deer hides and elk hides and make their clothing. They were very good at that. If you took a coat to them and gave it to them, they would rip it apart and make you a coat of buckskin just like it.”
	(Quote from Paul Bruner, who grew up with the Cree and Métis in the Choteau area in the early 1900s.) [MHS OH 1897 Paul Bruner Oral History, part of the Métis Cultural Recovery oral history collection.]
	Figure
	Figure
	These buckskin gauntlet gloves are from 1900, a gift to Burr Clark from the chief of the Chippewa tribe  in Onigum, Minnesota. 
	MHS artifact x1966.09.05 a-b, gift of Griffith Clark in memory of his father, Burr Clark.
	In John Galen Carter’s diary he mentioned the very plain clothing wore by most of the Cree and Chippewa at the 1908 Sun Dance in Helena. The extreme poverty of these Indians at this time may have prevented them from acquiring the beads and other materials necessary to make traditionally designed and decorated clothes.
	MHS artifact x1982.24.22 a-b 1900, buckskin, cotton floss.
	Part 2—Analysis Activity A: Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chipepwa and Métis 
	A-3 Worksheet 
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
	 •  •  • 
	Letter from Thralls Wheat, Clerk for the Department of Interior Allotting Service, to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C., April 20, 1909, MHS SC 903 Rocky Boy Reservation Records.
	Plains Cree Indians by Fred Peeso (photograph), 1906, MHS PAc 955-698 Peeso Collection.
	Horse and Travois by Frank Bird Linderman (photograph), undated—probably 1900-1910, at the outskirts of a Montana town, possibly Helena, Linderman Collection, photo 007.VIII.222, Courtesy Mansfield Library, University of Montana, Missoula.
	HISTORICAL NOTES: 
	By 1909, when Wheat’s census was done, many members of Little Bear’s Cree band were also affiliated with Rocky Boy’s Chippewa band, either having married in or because the two leaders were trying to work together to find a home. The men in the Peeso photograph were Canadian Crees living in Butte at the time of the photograph, and are listed as such on the 1909 census of Rocky Boy’s band. Young Boy (second from the left in the Plains Cree Indians photograph) worked for artist Charlie Russell, modeling for sk
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. What was the purpose of Wheat’s 1909 census of Indians affiliated with Rocky Boy’s band?
	 2. Why was national origin important in this census?
	3. How many of the band did Wheat determine were American Indians? What percentage of the total number of band members is this? How many (and what percent) were Canadians?
	4. How did Wheat describe the living conditions of Rocky Boy’s band? 
	5. How were members of Rocky Boy’s band making a living? What kinds of work did they do?
	6. How did Rocky Boy and his band respond to Wheat’s announcement that the Indian Office wanted to relocate them in northeastern Montana (Valley County) and help them build houses and learn to farm?
	7. Why did Wheat think it would be difficult for these Indians to move to the proposed reservation (list three reasons), and what solution did he suggest? 
	8. Describe what is happening in the photo Horse and Travois. What do the conditions seem to have been for traveling at this particular time?
	Letter from Thralls Wheat, Clerk for the Department of Interior Allotting Service, to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C., April 20, 1909, MHS SC 903 Rocky Boy Reservation Records.
	Figure
	Figure
	Plains Cree Indians. By Fred Peeso. Near Butte, Montana, 1906.  From left to right: Os-cha'-mas (Old Boy) and Os-se-me-mas (Young Boy) (twins),  To'-way (Fine Bow), Wah-wah'-ke-kat, and Joe Little Pine. MHS PAc 955-698, Peeso Collection.
	Figure
	Horse and Travois. Frank B. Linderman Collection. Circa 1905, in a Montana town. Used with permission from the archives of the Mansfield Library, University of Montana, Missoula.
	Part 2—Analysis Activity A: Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chipepwa and Métis
	A-4 Worksheet 
	5. Jim Gopher’s family moved several times between 1904 and 1916. List four reasons the Cree families in this oral history moved from place to place.
	6. How does Superintendent Scott describe the Cree living on the Crow Reservation in 1912? How are they paid? 
	7. Are Superintendent Scott’s statements comparing Cree people to Crow people sufficient evidence to support views of the Crow people?
	8. If Canadian Crees had left Canada after the failed Riel Rebellion (1885) and were residing on the Crow Reservation in 1912, how many years would it have been since they had left Canada? Should the Cree children be considered Canadian?
	9. Where did the Cree or Métis people in Bruner’s oral history come from? Where in Montana did they live?
	 10. According to Bruner, what kinds of work did these Cree and Métis people do? What did they build by hand?
	11. Describe their living conditions.
	 12. How does Bruner describe the Cree or Métis people he knew in and around Dupuyer?
	 13. Why did many Cree and Métis families from the Dupuyer area leave their homes there, according to Bruner? (List two reasons other than when they had to find work.) 
	 14. Thought Question: What impressions do you get from these three sources about Cree Indians? Why do you think the federal government did not encourage the populations of Cree (at the Crow Reservation) and Métis (in the Dupuyer area) to homestead and to stay on their farms, an option that would have been consistent with the intentions of federal Indian assimilation policies? Answer in complete sentences.
	Jim Gopher Oral History (excerpt from interview summary, pages 1 and 2)  This oral history is part of the Métis Cultural Recovery ORAL HISTORY COLLECTION, MHS OH 542.
	Figure
	Crow Indians Ice Detail (photograph), photographer unknown, circa 1905, MHS PAc 955-789 Marcyes Collection.
	       
	Crow Indians Ice Detail. Crow Indians putting up ice. Circa 1905.   Photographer unidentified. MHS PAc 955-789 Marcyes Collection. 
	This photograph hows men putting up ice on the Crow Reservation around 1905. Although the individuals in this photograph have not been identified, it is possible that some of them may have been Cree, judging from the different styles of hats and clothing preferred by the Crees. In addition to general labor, Cree Indians on the Crow Reservation built log cabins, tended livestock, and raised horses. According to W. W. Scott, superintendent of the U.S. government Indian school at Crow Agency, the Crees were “i
	Superintendent W. W. Scott of Crow Agency to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. (letter), May 7, 1912, MHS RS 266:14/2 Mont. Indian Hist. Jurisdiction Study.
	Figure
	Figure
	Paul Bruner Oral History. Excerpts from transcript, pages 2–5. Paul Bruner (PB) is being interviewed by Mickie Shelmerdine (MS) and Anne Dellwo (AD) on January 19, 1995. [MHS OH 1897]
	Figure
	Continued, next page
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	Part 2 – Summary Activity for Section A
	A: Montana’s Landless Peoples: Cree, Chippewa, and Métis
	Using all of the documents and questions in Section A, write at least four paragraphs answering the following questions. Present your answers to the class.
	Summary of Understanding:
	1. Who were the landless Indians, and where did they come from?(Look at each group-Chippewa, Cree,  
	Metis -seperately.)
	2.  What are some of the different ways they survived and supported themselves?
	3.  What were their religious beliefs?
	4.  Where in Montana did they live (list places)?
	5.  How were some of them related to Canada, and why was this important to their fate? 
	Part 2—Analysis Activity B: White Views on Landless Indians 
	B-1 Worksheet 
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
	 • “S • “D • MFa
	unrise on the City Dumps” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, March 29, 1903 (page 25).
	eath of a Good Indian” (newspaper obituary), Anaconda Standard, February 7, 1904 (page 11).
	others Under the Skin by Charles M. Russell (sketch), circa 1900, courtesy Charles M. Russell Museum, Great lls, Montana.
	HISTORICAL NOTES: 
	The Anaconda Standard regularly published literary columns—stories made up to entertain their readers. “Sunrise on the City Dumps” is one of several such stories about the “Cree” Indians living near Butte. 
	In contrast, artist Charlie Russell knew and worked with many Native American people, including members of Rocky Boy’s Chippewa band and Little Bear’s Cree band. Young Boy, a Cree who often resided in Butte, modeled for some of his Russel’s paintings, sketches, and sculptures. Russell also worked with people like Frank Linderman to publicize the need for a permanent home for the Chippewas and Crees in Montana.  
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. How are the Cree family members in “Sunrise on the City Dumps” described? Be specific to each one.
	2. Why might the author of “Sunrise …” have chosen to use Shakespearean English for the words spoken by the Cree father in the story? 
	3. Define the following words from “Sunrise…”
	covetous: 
	slovenly:
	vermin:
	4. Do you think these characterizations of Cree women, men, and children are factual or not? Explain your
	 answer:
	5. What is the overall message that a reader in the past would have gotten from this story? What is the author’s purpose and how does the language used accomplish the task? 
	6. Compare the family in “Sunrise on the City Dumps” to the Denny family in the obituary. Specifically, how are the actual people of the Denny family different from the fictitious characters in the “Sunrise …” piece? 
	7. Why do you think the editor chose the title “Death of a Good Indian” for Mrs. Denny’s obituary instead of simply “Death of an Indian” or “Death of Mrs. Denny”? What is implied by the title?  
	8. Examine the sketch by Charlie Russell. Describe the people and (See p.62 for more).
	9. Why do you think Charlie Russell titled his sketch “Mothers Under the Skin”?
	 10. Thought Question: Artistic and literary portrayals of people shape and influence public perceptions of those people. Contrast  “Sunrise …” piece, to the obituary and to Charlie Russel’s sketch.What do these portrayals say about the complex issues of race, stereotypes, and racism in Montana in the twentieth century?  
	“Sunrise on City Dumps” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, March 29, 1903 (page 25). 
	Figure
	“Death of a Good Indian” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, February 7, 1904 (page 11).
	Figure
	Describe this sketch, comparing and contrasting the two mothers and babies. What point to you think Charlie Russel (artist) was trying to make?
	Mothers Under the Skin. Sketch by Charles M. Russell, circa 1900.  Used with permission from the Charles M. Russell Museum, Great Falls, Montana, gift of Jock Warden
	Figure
	Part 2—Analysis Activity B: White Views on Landless Indians 
	B-2 Worksheet 
	8. Comment on the cartoon illustrations in “Resistance...” What did this article intend its readers to infer from these pictures?
	9. Look up the biblical definition of Ishmaelites in Genisis 16:12 or Psalms 83:5-6. What does it mean? Why do you think the editor used the term “Ishmaelites” to characterize the landless Indians? 
	 10. What three assumptions does “The Ishmaelites of the Prairie” make about the identity of landless Indians in Montana?
	 11. In “The Ishmaelites of the Prairie,” the following verbs/phrases are used to describe the actions of Crees:  “hovered,” “swarmed,” “thriving on filth,” “constantly moving from place to place,” and “breeds microbes and disturbance.” What association was the author/editor asking readers to make and why? 
	12. The article “Ishmaelites” repeatedly refers to the Crees as Canadian. Why?
	13. Observe and describe the families in the two photographs.
	14. Thought Question: Do the newspaper descriptions of Cree living conditions match what you saw in the historical photographs? Why or why not? (Explain) Why might the newspaper have described living conditions the way that it did? Answer in complete sentences.
	“The Cree Indian Nuisance” (newspaper article), reprinted from the Dupuyer Acantha in the Anaconda Standard, December 7, 1900 (page 11).
	Figure
	“Resistance...” (newspaper editorial), Anaconda Standard, May 12, 1901 (page 20).
	Figure
	  
	“The Ishmaelites of the Prarie,” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, June 7, 1901 (page 20.)
	Figure
	Figure
	Wells’ Family Home, ca. 1880s, Lewistown, Montana. MHS 945-559.
	Figure
	Latrays, Lefferts, Charettes, and Rasors, ca. 1901, Maiden, Montana.  Courtesy of Métis Cousins.
	Part 2 – Summary Activity for Section B
	B: White Views on Landless Indians
	Using all of the documents and questions in Section B, write at least four paragraphs answering the following questions. Present your answers to the class if you are from Group B.
	Summary of Understanding:
	1.  In what ways were landless Indians and Metis people characterized by the press?
	2.  Why do you think the press referred to all landless Indians and Metis as Crees? Explain.
	3.  How might white or non-Indian Montanans have viewed landless Indians based on what they read in the papers?
	4.  How do factual accounts (such as the obituary and photographs) present a different image? Expain.
	5.  What points(s) did artist Charlie Russell make with his sketch, “Mothers Under the Skin”?
	Part 2—Analysis Activity C: Deportation And Homelessness   
	C-1 Worksheet 
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES:
	 •  •  • 
	Report Committee of the Privy Council, Canada, March 1892, with letter to U.S. Secretary of State Blaine from Julian Paunceforte, government report (copy) and attached correspondence. MHS SC 475, Thomas O. Miles Papers.
	Letter from U.S. Dist. Attorney E. Weed to U.S. Secretary of War, Dec. 2, 1892. MHS SC 475, Thomas O. Miles Papers.
	Letter from Montana Gov. Toole to Thomas Miles of Silver Bow, Dec. 3, 1892, MHS SC 475, Thomas O. Miles Papers, and transcription.
	HISTORICAL NOTES: 
	In 1892, Thomas O. Miles of Silver Bow, Montana, sent a series of letters to Governor J. K. Toole, U.S. Attorney Elbert Weed (later mayor of Helena), Senator Tom Power, and U.S. Secretary of State James C. Blaine in an effort to have Cree Indians camped in the Butte-Silver Bow area deported to Canada. Miles objected to their presence in Montana on the grounds that they were Canada’s Indians and had a reputation for stealing livestock. Throughout 1892, Miles kept up correspondence with these men, all of whom
	Twenty years after that deportation, three new counties were created along the Canadian border in the young state of Montana, encompassing land that was the traditional hunting territory of many tribes, including the Cree. These counties, ironically, were named for three of the men who had worked so hard to have the Cree permanently deported: Hill, Blaine, and Toole. Miles, who initiated many of the complaints that led to the 1896 deportation of Canadian Crees, was himself a Canadian immigrant to Montana.
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. According to the Privy Council report, did the Canadian colonial government know of any Cree Indians having “gone across the line” from Canada (then still a British possession) into Montana?  Who does the report suggest the “Crees” in Montana are?
	2. How did Canadian authorities react to the idea of deporting the Cree Indians from Montana to Canada?  
	3. In U.S. District Attorney Elbert Weed’s letter to the U.S. Secretary of War (December 2, 1892), what evidence does he provide as proof that the Indians Miles has complained of are Canadian “renegade Crees”?
	4. Thought Question: In his December 2, 1892, letter, U.S. District Attorney Weed wrote about the “renegade Indians”: “They are mere trespassers… Their presence here is very offensive to all settlers who are unfortunate to live in the vicinity of their camps. It is the habit of these renegade Indians to wantonly destroy all game, without regard to local laws and regulations, to steal the stock of the white settlers, and generally subsist by larceny and plunder.” Consider this statement as if it were applied
	a. Whose land did the Euro-American immigrants settle on?
	b. What did Euro-American settlers in the West eat?
	c. Whose food supply did their meat come from (in other words, who hunted here first)?
	d. Did Europeans coming to the Americas or white people coming to Montana Territory (including the tens of thousands of homesteaders at the turn of the twentieth century) understand or follow indigenous local laws and regulations regarding hunting?
	 e. Considering your answers above, write a paragraph from a Cree perspective regarding white squatters 
	 on Indian lands.
	 Report Committee of the Privy Council, Canada, March 1892, with letter to U.S. Secretary of State Blaine from Julian Paunceforte, government report (copy) and attached correspondence, MHS SC 475, Thomas O. Miles Papers. 
	Figure
	Figure
	Letter from U.S. Dist. Attorney E. Weed to U.S. Secretary of War, Dec. 2, 1892, MHS SC 475, Thomas O. Miles Papers.
	Figure
	Letter from Montana Gov. Toole to Thomas Miles of Silver Bow, Dec. 3, 1892, MHS SC 475 Thomas O. Miles Papers.
	Figure
	Figure
	Transcript of letter from Governor J. K. Toole to Thomas O. Miles, Dec. 3, 1892 (from MHS SC 475 Thomas O. Miles Papers).
	Figure
	Part 2—Analysis Activity C: Deportation and Homelessness 
	C-2 Worksheet 
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES
	 • •  
	“The House” (newspaper article), Helena Daily Independent, January 2, 1895 (page 2).
	Little Bear, “Immasees,”  Cree Chief, MHS 955-696. Dan Dutro, photographer, 1896. 
	HISTORICAL NOTES: 
	The accusation in this document of Cree Indians having “terrorized” white settlers (in the United States) is not supported by historical evidence. There were occasional complaints of Cree killing livestock to eat.
	A joint memorial is a type of legislation where state officials petition a national body (e.g., federal agencies, Congress, or the president). A memorial claims that the asking body has no jurisdiction to act on its own. A memorial has no official standing and is a request rather than a legislative order.
	QUESTIONS: 
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. What two options did the House Joint Memorial, introduced by Hedges in 1895, suggest regarding the several hundred Cree Indians assumed to be former participants in the Riel (Northwest) Rebellion?
	2. How does the memorial depict the “Crees” Indians? List at least four descriptions from the memorial:
	3. To whom does the memorial contrast the “outlaw” Indians? Why do you think the authors make this distinction?
	4. Who are the “industrious and intelligent citizens” referred to in the memorial? Are the Crees included in this definition?
	5. What does the portion of the joint memorial quoted in the last paragraph reveal about what whites believed would be the future of Indian tribes and of Indian lands? 
	6. How do Little Bear and the other Indians in the photograph appear? What do you think they may have been  
	thinking or feeling about their deportation in 1896? 
	7. Thought Question: Explain how the third paragraph of the memorial defines the values of the United States/white America with regards to its relationship with indigenous peoples. Answer in complete sentences.
	“The House” (newspaper article), Helena Daily Independent, January 2, 1895 (page 2).
	Figure
	Little Bear, “Immasees,” chief of the Crees, 1896. Dan Dutro, Photographer. MHS Photo-graph Archives, Helena 955-646 
	Cree leader Little Bear (center, standing) and other landless Indians—some of them Cree, some not—were rounded up by the US Tenth Cavalry and deported to Canada in 1896. Most of them walked on foot, even from locations as far as Butte or Augusta, to Havre accompanied by the cavalry. This photograph was taken on the eve of their deportation by Havre photographer Dan Dutro, who had often photographed Crees and Chippewas in and around Havre. Since 1885, Little Bear had been pressing the Canadian government to 
	Figure
	Part 2—Analysis Activity C: Deportation and Homelessness 
	C-3 Worksheet 
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES:
	 •  •  •  • 
	Robert Zion Interview (oral history excerpt), June 27, 1994, MHS OH 1657 Bob Zion Oral History, part of the Métis Cultural Recovery oral history collection.
	Gabriel Dumont (photograph), photographer unknown, 1885, Fort Benton, MT, MHS PAc 942-021.
	Beaded saddle used by Gabriel Dumont (image of object), 1870, MHS artifact x1964.16.01.
	Ursuline sisters and students at St. Peter’s Mission (photograph), photographer unknown, circa 1880, MHS PAc 82-47.
	HISTORICAL NOTES: 
	Bob Zion grew up in the Choteau area, living and working among the Métis and Cree people there in the 1920s and 1930s. He knew many of the elder generation who had come from Canada and had friends among the younger generation born in the United States. In this oral history he shares a story told to him by Jess Gleason, who witnessed the deportation of the Cree and Métis in 1896. In his own recollections of the elders, Zion remembers, among other things, that many of them were afraid that the Canadian govern
	“ML” in this interview is Melinda Livezey, who was documenting oral histories for the Montana Métis.
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. What does Zion’s interview say about the economic role of the Métis in and around cities like Helena and Great Falls?
	2. What did Pershing and the 10th Cavalry do?
	3. How does Zion describe the line of Métis, as told to him by Jess Gleason, marching through Choteau? 
	4. What did some of the Métis people do while they were being marched through Choteau? Why?
	5. How long did many of those deported stay in Canada after they were deported?
	6. Who were Gabriel Dumont and Louis Riel? Where was Riel employed while living in Montana?
	7. What does the photo of students at St. Peter’s Mission tell us about the integration and assimilation of the 
	Métis people?
	 8. Thought Question: How does Zion’s view of the Métis differ from that expressed in Governor Toole’s letter  
	and the house memorial (see C1 and C2)? Why do you think these differences exist? Answer in complete   sentences.
	Robert Zion Interview (excerpts from pages 11-12 of transcript) [MHS Research Archives OH 1657] Melinda Livezey (ML) is concucting the interview on June 27, 1994. It begins with Bob Zion (BZ) talking:
	Figure
	Gabriel Dumont, 1885, photographer unknown. MHS PAc 942-021.
	These quilled moccasins demonstrate a blending of styles, materials, and techniques from different tribes. While the quill design appears to be “Flathead,” the style of moccasin is more typical Cree, as is the hard rawhide sole. Since the fur trade era, Crees have intermarried with the Kootenai and Salish tribes, resulting in a blending of cultures evident in beadwork, cradleboards, and clothing. This pair is from 1880. Many well-to-do white Montanans collected Indian artifacts, clothing, and cultural items
	Figure
	Figure
	Ursuline nuns and students at St. Peter’s Mission, Montana, circa 1880. St. Peter’s was founded for the Blackfeet, but many Métis children attended as well. Louis Riel taught here in 1883 and 1884. MHS PAc 82-47. Photographer unknown.
	MHS artifact x1900.03.11 moccasins. 1880 buckskin, quills, cotton.  Montana Historical Society Mary Ronan Indian Collection
	Part 2 – Summary Activity C: Deportation and Homelessness
	Using all of the documents and questions in Section C, write at least three paragraphs answering the following questions. Present your answers to the class.
	Summary of Understanding:
	1. Where in Montana did Métis people live (primarily)in the late 1800s?
	2. How had Métis people integrated into Montana communities? Provide examples of their contributions. 
	3. Why does the United States want to characterize the landless Indians and Métis as Canadian, and what is their proposal for dealing with them?
	4. What is the U.S. government’s goal for land in Montana?
	5. Who do they want to settle here, and how do Métis people and landless Indians fit into that vision?
	Part 2—Analysis Activity D: A Reservation is Created 
	D-1 Worksheet 
	2. “Good Riddance...” states that Rocky Boy’s band was “in no sense a Chippewa tribe.” This charge counters the   extensive historical evidence on the commonness of intertribal marriage and the merging of different tribal   communities including evidence provided by material culture (see pages 110–11). Why do you think the    article would try to make a point of the tribe not being a “real” tribe?  
	3. According to “Good Riddance,” who was responsible for the Crees and Chippewas not having allotments on the Flathead reservation? (You will need to recall information from the Historical Context for this answer.)
	4. Why does this article emphasize repeatedly the opinion that these Indians will never settle down and stay in one place? 
	5. The last section of “Good Riddance” compares the landless Chippewa and Cree to the “Mallungeons.” How does A.W.G. (the author) define and describe the Mallungeons and the life they lead (according to him)? Be thorough in your answer.
	6. Most white Montanans received their information from articles such as “Good Riddance.” How might this fact have influenced the last-minute withdrawal of the proposed reservation?
	7. According to Sigurd Auker’s letter, written while the Valley County lands were still unavailable for homesteading pending the creation of a reservation, what was going on in this area in 1908?
	8. In “Thanks to the Hills”,  what is the goal of the members of the Dry Farming Congress and the Hill brothers, who owned the Great Northern Railway through northeastern Montana?
	9. Who are the “citizens” referred to in the October 29, 1909, article? Who are not citizens? 
	 10. What event does the brief article from the Chicago Suburbanite Economist announce? 
	11. Thought Question: The Anaconda Standard often accused the Chippewas Crees of being “mere trespassers” who were “helping themselves to what they need or like, utterly regardless of the right of property.” How do you think Auker might respond to a similar critique of white settlers in Valley County? How might Rocky Boy respond? Answer in complete sentences.
	“Good Riddance to Them” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, July 25, 1909 (page 28).
	Figure
	Figure
	Land Commissioner S. Auker to Gov. Norris (letter and transcript), July 17, 1908, MHS MC35:316-1, Montana Governors Papers. (See transcript, p 97)
	Figure
	Transcript:
	                                     
	“Thanks to the Hills”  Anaconda Standard, October 29, 1909 (page 14)
	Figure
	“Rocky Boy Indian Lands Open for Settlement”Chicago Suburbanite Economist,Chicago, Illinois, February 18, 1910 (page 7)
	Figure
	Landless Indians on Montana’s Reservations
	Many landless Cree, Métis, and Chippewa settled on existing reservations. The Flathead, Blackfeet, and Fort Belknap Reservations had a number of Cree, Chippewa, and Métis living there, and a large community of Cree also lived on and off for decades on the Crow Reservation. Intertribal marriage was common. This family portrait shows the blending of Kootenai, Cree, and Métis cultures.
	In 1904, Senator Gibson introduced S. 2705, a bill to create allotments on the Flathead Reservation for “such members, including men, women and children of the migratory band of Indians...known as Rocky Boy’s band, as shall, upon investigation, be satisfactorily shown to have been born in the United States and who may desire to settle permanently...” The bill would have provided appropriations to pay the Indians on the Flathead for these lands and pay for building houses for the members of Rocky Boy’s band.
	                            
	“Andrew Valler, a Half-breed Cree, and His Kootenai Wife and Children.” Flathead Reservation. Frank B. Linderman Collection.Used with permission from the Archives of the Mansfield Library at University of Montana. Photo reference #007-VIII-197.
	Part 2—Analysis Activity D: A Reservation is Created
	D-2 Worksheet
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES:
	“Rocky Boy and His Band at Last to Have a Home” (newspaper article), Great Falls Tribune, June 14, 1910 (page 1).
	“Chippewas Abandon Reservation Again” (newspaper article) Anaconda Standard, December 14, 1910 (page 1).
	“Rocky Boy Band to be Guests of the Government” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, November 24, 1912 (page 10).
	HISTORICAL CONTEXT:
	In 1910 the federal government promised land allotments on the Blackfeet Reservation to members of Rocky Boy’s band and to some of his allies. The allotments did not come quickly, however, and many families faced starvation while waiting for rations. After the failure of the proposed Valley County reservation (see D-1), some landless Indians such as Little Bear refused to wait for the government to uphold its end of the negotiation. Others, such as Rocky Boy, continued to work with the government in the hop
	At the same time these allotments were offered, the federal government was also offering land to non-Indian settlers under the Homestead Act. In 1909, the Enlarged Homestead Act increased the amount of land homesteaders could claim in some areas of Montana from 160 acres to 320 acres, recognizing that 160 acres was too small an area to support a family in the arid West.
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. Between 1892 and 1910, several sources estimated the landless Indian population in Montana to be at least 2,000 people—mainly Cree, Chippewa, and Métis—separated into groups of 75 to 200 (in general). What percentage of this total number is “125”? What is the significance of your answer?
	2. Between the time when the Valley County reservation site was revoked and the allotments made on the Blackfeet Reservation, where did Rocky Boy’s band live, and how did they survive?
	3. What actions did Rocky Boy take to try to help his people?
	4. The first article states that these allotments are “a victory” and a “reward” that will “bring joy and gladness to   
	the hearts of Rocky Boy and his followers.” How are these statements contradicted by the information  provided in “Chippewas Abandon Reservation Again” and “Rocky Boy Band to Be Guests of the Government”?  Be specific. 
	5. Describe the allotments on the Blackfeet Reservation. How many acres was each allotment?  What was the quality of the land?
	6. Compare the allotments on the Blackfeet Reservation to those on the proposed Valley County reservation. (See “Rocky Boy Indian Lands Open for Settlement” in D-1.)
	7. List two reasons that Penneto and his followers and Little Bear and his followers left the Blackfeet Reservation in 1910. Where did they go?
	8. Thought Questions: When did Rocky Boy and his band leave the Blackfeet Reservation? Where did they go? Why did they stay on the reservation longer than many of the Chippewa Cree?  
	“Rocky Boy and His Band at Last to Have a Home” (newspaper article) Great Falls Tribune, June 17, 1910 (page 1). 
	      
	“Chippewas Abandon Reservation Again” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard,    December 14, 1910 (page 1).
	Figure
	Anaconda Standard, November 24, 1912 (page 10)
	Figure
	Part 2—Analysis Activity D: A Reservation is Created 
	D-3 Worksheet 
	4. Why does the editor refer to Rocky Boy’s band as “Crees”? (You may need to refer to the historical context in order to answer this question.)
	5. “A Rocky Outfit” states that Rocky Boy’s band “Left a good home provided for it on the Blackfoot Reservation.” Use evidence from the articles in D-2 to test the accuracy of this statement. 
	6. What do Rocky Boy’s actions in “Rocky Boy in Ill Fortune” reveal about his respect for persons of authority and private property? 
	7. How much time passed between the publication of “A Rocky Outfit” and “Rocky Boy in Ill Fortune?” Why is that significant to this population?
	8. How are these details about Rocky Boy’s character different from the representation of him in the Anaconda   
	Standard article?
	 9. Thought Question: Why do you think that “A Rocky Outfit” and “Rocky Boy in Ill Fortune,” express such
	different perspectives on the situation? Answer in complete sentences. 
	“Little Bear is Poor but Proud” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, November 5, 1905 (page 13).
	Figure
	Figure
	Little Bear, 1895. MHS PAc 955-679. Text on back of photo: “Presented by Taylor the photographer”.
	“A Rocky Outfit” (newspaper editorial), Anaconda Standard, December 12, 1911 (page 6).
	Figure
	“Rocky Boy in Ill Fortune” (newspaper article), Great Falls Tribune, January 6, 1912 (page 6). 
	    
	Part 2—Analysis Activity D: A Reservation Is Created 
	D-4 Worksheet 
	4. What did the Cree and Chippewa families who became enrolled do once they arrived on the reservation? List four things.
	5. Contrast these actions with earlier allegations made by entities such as the Anaconda Standard in articles such as “Good Riddance to Them” (D-1, page 104) and “A Rocky Outfit” (D-3, page 123).
	6. Whom does Denny acknowledge for the establishment of the reservation? What reasons does he mention for them having worked so hard to have a reservation (other than physical survival)?
	7. List three non-Indian allies who supported Rocky Boy and Little Bear in their quest for a reservation.
	8. Analyze the photographs of Chief Kenewash and the Denny family. Describe these individuals using specific photographic evidence.
	 9. Thought Question: The Chippewa and Cree were in Montana as early as the 1870s but did not receive a reservation until 1916 (while members of the Little Shell never gained a reservation). Why do you think it took over forty years to establish Rocky Boy Reservation? Answer in complete sentences.
	“Rocky Boy” by Joe Scheurle (back of painting)
	 
	“ROCKY BOY” chief and leader of the Rocky Boy Band of Canadian Crees and Chippewas, fugitives since the “Riel Rebellion” living in the U.S. “Chief Rocky Boy” Leader of the Riel Rebellion of 1885 and since a fugitive in the U.S. Painted at Blackfoot Res, Mont 1912. MHS artifact L2008.03.07.  Lent by Joe Scheuerle’s grandson Bill Grierson and wife Pat. 
	Text from the back of Scheuerle’s Rocky Boy, 1912. Painting by Joe Scheurle.“This bunch of Crees & Chippewas, about 200, known as the “Rocky Boy’s Band,” are fugitives from Canada. Since the Riel Rebellion of 1885 they have been roaming the reservations of the northwest of U.S. without any home, 4 thru winters live in Great Falls—across the river from city—living on the towns—they are a ragged and poor bunch & it’s a wonder nothing is done for them or given a home some place in this big country—Russell and 
	Charlie Russell and Friends, 1913
	Charlie Russell and Friends. Polson, Montana. July 4, 1913. From left to right: Mrs. Scheuerle, William Krieghoff, Charlie Russell, Joe Scheuerle, unidentified, Hop. MHS Photo Archives Collection 2000-40.16. Photo by Thiri’s Aerial View Service.
	When Joe Scheurle and T. E. Ronne painted Little Bear and Rocky Boy’s portraits (see Historical Context pages 14 and 15), the two leaders had been working together for years to secure a shared reservation. They were supported in their efforts by people like writer/legislator Frank Bird Linderman, artist Charlie Russell, and William Bole, the editor of the Great Falls Tribune. Charlie Russell invited other artists—such as Joseph Scheuerle and William Krieghoff—to visit him and have a chance to paint Little B
	Figure
	Chief Kenewash
	         Chief Kenewash. Photo by Fritz Studio. Year and location unknown. MHS Photo Archives Collection 954-937
	Kenewash was a Cree elder who helped establish the reservation. He was among the tribal representatives who met in Helena with state and federal officials to negotiate for the reservation at the site of Fort Assinniboine.
	Figure
	William Denny and his family. MHS PAC 955-702
	   
	Denny Family. MHS PAc 955-702, Photo by Al Lucke, taken near Havre, MT. Cropped.
	William Denny is the young boy. His parents are James and Maggie Denny, a daughter of Little Bear. His sister is Florence Denny. James and his sister, Mary Denny, were listed as Canadian Crees affiliated with Rocky Boy’s band on Wheat’s 1909 census, with their surname spelled Dinnie.This photo would have been taken about 1917 or so, after the family moved to the newly created Rocky Boy Reservation.
	William Denny (Sr.) Oral History (excerpts from transcript pgs 1 and 3) March 14, 1983. MHS OH 543. Part of the Metis Cultural Recovery Collection.
	 
	Continued next page
	Figure
	Part 2 – Summary Activity 
	D: A Reservation Is Created
	Using all of the documents and questions in Section D, write at least four paragraphs answering the following questions. Present your answers to the class.
	Summary of Understanding:
	1. Describe the proposed reservation in Valley County and why it did not become a reality.
	2. Describe the land offered on the Blackfeet Reservation. Why did that attempt to secure land for the Chippewa Cree fail?
	3.  Describe actions Little Bear and Rocky Boy took to help their people survive. Who else got invited?
	4.  Who didn’t live to see these landless Indians and Metis obtain a homeland? What do you think of that?
	5.  Where and when was a reservation established? 
	6.  Use William Denny’s oral history to describe early reservation life.
	Credits for Images and Documents 
	All of the photographs, archival object images, and historical documents used in this lesson are, unless otherwise stated, from the Montana Historical Society Research Center and Museum, Helena, Montana. The oral histories included here are transcripts from the Montana Historical Society.  
	Two of the images, Horse and Travois and Andrew Valler are courtesy the Archives and the University of Montana’s Mansfield Library and are referenced as such.
	The C.M. Russell Museum in Great Falls generously provided the use of the image of Mothers Under the Skin by Charlie Russell. Full reference is included in the text.
	The photograph Indians Near Butte is used courtesy the Historic Photo Archives of Portland, Oregon. Full reference is cited in the text.
	The photograph of the Latrays, Lefferts, Charettes, and Rasors is courtesy Métis Cousins.
	The Hearst Library kindly provided access to original editions of the Anaconda Standard so that the newspaper articles for this project could be digitally photographed. Thank you, John Finn. The Montana Historical Society transcribed and reset many of the newspaper articles to enhance readability. Otherwise, none of the contents of these articles has been altered or omitted, except where noted.
	Additional Resources
	PRINT: 
	Cajune, Julie. Montana Tribal Histories: Educators Resource Guide and Companion DVD. Helena, MT: Montana Office of Public Instruction. Rev. 2013. Sent by the OPI to all school libraries. Available online: http://opi.mt.gov/Portals/182/Page%20Files/Indian%20Education/Social%20Studies/K-12%20Resources/MT%20Tribal%20Histories%20Educators%20Resource%20Guide.pdf
	Dusenberry, Verne. The Montana Cree: A Study in Religious Persistence. Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998. Chapter One, “Historical Background,” pages 28-46. (The chapter material is the same in the 1962 edition, though page numbers may be different.) This book is  possibly found in public, school, or university libraries and can be interlibrary loaned. Used copies are available on the Internet.
	Hogue, Michel. “Disputing the Medicine Line: The Plains Crees and the Canadian-American Border, 1876-1885.” Montana The Magazine of Western History, 52 (Winter 2002), 2-17. 
	Holmes, Krys. Montana: Stories of the Land. Helena, MT: Montana Historical Society Press, 2008. Chapters 8-15. Also available online from the MHS website: http://svcalt.mt.gov/education/Textbook/TextbookMainPage.asp.
	Montana The Magazine of Western History is published by the Montana Historical Society and is available at most high school libraries in the state. Back issues may also be ordered from the Montana Historical Society. It is an excellent history journal, and there is an online searchable index on the Montana Historical Society website: http://www.mhs.mt.gov/.
	Vrooman, Nicholas C. P. “The Whole Country was … ‘One Robe’”: The Little Shell Tribe’s America. Little Shell Tribe of Chippewa Indians of Montana and Drumlummon Institute. 2012. Sent by the Montana Office of Public Instruction to all school libraries.
	Study Guide and Timeline for “The Whole Country was One Robe:” The Little Shell Tribe’s America: A Montana Tribal Histories Project Book. Helena: Montana Office of Public Instruction, 2015. http://opi.mt.gov/Portals/182/Page%20Files/Indian%20Education/Social%20Studies/K-12%20Resources/Little%20Shell%20Study%20Guide.pdf This study guide provides a detailed synopsis of the 466 page “Whole Country was … One Robe” as well as a very useful timeline for those interested in more information on the Little Shell. 
	WEBSITES:
	C-Span Cities Tour – Helena: Nicholas Vrooman, “The Whole Country Was ...‘One Robe’.” To access, go to www.youtube.com and search “Nicholas Vrooman Helena.”
	Chippewa Cree Tribe of Rocky Boy Montana: https://www.facebook.com/ChippewaCree
	Gabriel Dumont Institute: https://gdins.org (See also Virtual Museum link below.)
	Governor’s Office of Indian Affairs, state of Montana: http://tribalnations.mt.gov (Links to all Montana tribes and reservations.)
	Library of Congress Teacher’s Guides and Analysis Tool: http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/guides. html
	Michif Historical & Cultural Preservation Society: The Michif Métis Museum in British Columbia: http://www.michifmetismuseum.org/Home.html
	Montana Historical Society Research Center: http://mhs.mt.gov/research.asp
	Montana Office of Public Instruction, Indian Education and Indian Education for All: http://opi.mt.gov/Educators/Teaching-Learning/Indian-Education
	Montana: Stories of the Land—Companion Website and Online Teachers Guide: http://svcalt.mt.gov/education/Textbook/TextbookMainPage.asp
	Montana: Stories of the Land—TIMELINE: http://svcalt.mt.gov/education/Textbook/Timeline/textbooktimeline. asp
	Montana Tribal Histories: Educators Resource Guide and Companion DVD: http://montanateach.org/resources/montana-content-standards-for-english-language-arts-and-literacy-k-12/ 
	Virtual Museum of Métis History and Culture: Gabriel Dumont Institute of Native Studies and Applied Research: http://www.metismuseum.ca/main.php 
	Montana Common Core Content Standards
	Montana’s Landless Indians and the Assimilation Era of Federal Indian Policy: A Case of Contradictions (Lessons for Grades 7–12) is aligned with the following broad anchor Montana Common Core Standards:  
	STANDARDS FOR LITERACY IN HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADES 6–12
	College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Reading
	(For grade-specific detail, see the Montana Office of Public Instruction website: http://montanateach.org/resources/montana-content-standards-for-english-language-arts-and-literacy-k-12/ 
	Key Ideas and Details 
	1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text.
	2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting details and ideas.
	3. Analyze how and why individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over the course of a text.
	Craft and Structure
	4. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone.
	5. Analyze the structure of texts, including how specific sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the text (e.g., a section, chapter, scene, or stanza) relate to each other and the whole.
	6. Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text.
	Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
	7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse formats and media, including visually and quantitatively, as well as in words.
	8. Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, including the validity of the reasoning as well as the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence. 
	9. Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build knowledge or to compare the approaches the authors take. 
	Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 
	 10. Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently. 
	College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Writing, Grades 6–12 
	(For grade specific detail, see the Montana Office of Public Instruction website  
	http://montanateach.org/resources/montana-common-core-standards-english-language-arts-and-literacy-in-historysocial-studies-science-and-technical-subjects-grade-band-k-12/
	Text Types and Purposes
	1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
	2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.
	Production and Distribution of Writing
	3. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
	Research to Build and Present Knowledge
	4. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.
	5. Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, assess the credibility and accuracy of each source, and integrate the information while avoiding plagiarism.
	6. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.
	Range of Writing
	7. Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and audiences.
	Essential Understandings Regarding Montana Indians 
	OFFICE OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTIONELSIE ARNTEN STATE SUERINTENDENT
	The OPI is committed to providing reasonable accommodations to people with disabilities. If you need a reasonable accommodation, require an alternate format, or have questions concerning accessibility, contact the OPI ADA Coordinator, 406-444-3161, opiada@mt.gov, or call 711 for assistance.
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	This timeline is provided as a reference for teachers. It highlights some of the events and circumstances that created a situation wherein thousands of indigenous and Métis (mixed-heritage) people became landless peoples unwanted or unclaimed by Canada or the United States. The expansion of these two colonialist nations into the West  put tribal cultures, political alliances, and land occupancy in jeopardy; it also superimposed a boundary that arbitrarily divided interrelated tribes, bands, and families. In
	Approximately 1670s – 1850s: Indigenous nations within the interior of North America have full autonomy to make political, economic, social, or personal alliances between themselves or with European traders who are moving westward from the Great Lakes region. European traders, hunters, and explorers encounter, trade with, employ and intermarry with Chippewa, Assiniboine, Dakota, and Cree people from present-day Minnesota, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and North Dakota. These tribes form trading alliances with tri
	indigenous marriages work as fur trappers, tanners, and translators for the European-owned trading companies. Tribes, traders, and Métis communities are highly mobile and use ancient trade routes throughout the interior of the continent, largely uninhibited in their movements, until the 1850s.  
	From the mid-1700s through the 1800s: Trading and inter-settlement lead to epidemics of small pox, measles, scarlet fever, and other infectious diseases of European origins for which indigenous populations had no immunity. These epidemics diminish tribal populations. In some cases, surviving bands are so small that they join other tribes and form new military and political alliances.
	1804-6: Following the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, whereby the United States claims ownership of the interior of the continent west of the Mississippi River, Lewis and Clark set out to explore these lands. On their journey, they identify 70 lodges of Cree-Assiniboines, Chippewas, and “half-breeds” (Métis) at a Mandan Village, indicating that these tribal groups are well-established along the major river routes in the Northern Plains.  
	1827-33: American fur companies establish forts (including Fort Union on what becomes the North Dakota-Montana border and Fort Mackenzie at present-day Fort Benton) to trade with a confederation of Cree, Chippewa, and Assiniboine bands called the “Iron Alliance.”
	1841: A colony of Red River Métis settle near Father Jean-Pierre DeSmet’s mission in the Bitterroot Valley of present-day western Montana. The Métis frequently intermarry and/or trade with tribes in this region, including the Salish and Kootenai.
	1850s: The United States negotiates treaties with numerous tribes in the Montana region, including the Fort Laramie Treaties of 1851 and 1868, and the Stevens Treaties of 1855, establishing boundaries around specific tribally-occupied lands and identifying other areas as common hunting grounds and/or lands relinquished by the tribes. Roughly half of present-day Montana is reserved for the Blackfeet, Gros Ventre (A’aninin), Assiniboine, and Sioux tribes, but this northern reservation is severely reduced by l
	1862: Montana’s gold rush begins, with American miners, settlers, and explorers trespassing into lands secured by tribes through treaties. The gold rush sets in motion armed conflicts between indigenous people trying to protect their lands and would-be settlers hoping to expand onto what they see as the “Western frontier.”
	1863: The U.S. government and the Pembina Chippewa Tribe (including Chief Little Shell) enter into the Old Crossing Treaty. This treaty forced the Pembinas to relinquish their lands in Minnesota and created an option for “half-breeds” to homestead on 160 acres on the ceded lands for five years.
	1864: President Lincoln creates Montana Territory.
	1869-70: The Red River Uprising forces Canada to acknowledge the existence of French/Scottish/Métis settlements and leads to the creation of “Assiniboa,” ostensibly a new semi-autonomous entity inhabited by over 600,000 Métis people and their political allies. Métis leader Louis Riel figures prominently in this uprising. Canada almost immediately disregards the agreement and begins asserting British-Canadian authority over what it considers its own province (Manitoba), encouraging British-Canadian settlemen
	Figure
	Little Bear, a Pembina Chippewa and Cree chief, was born in Canada and participated in the 1885 Northwest Rebellion. He was related to Chief Rocky Boy by marriage and served as an early political leader of landless Indians. He died in 1921.
	Little Bear. By T. E. Ronne. Text on back of painting:  “Little Bear, Cree Indian Chief Painted from Life At Billings Mont 1907.” MHS artifact x1954.14.01.
	The Role of the Press
	Industries such as mining, railroads, timber, and ranching relied on unhampered access to and control of natural resources. They also depended on a steady influx of settlers to provide the necessary supply of laborers for their prosperity and growth. At this time, a relatively small number of white men owned or controlled the majority of the industries 
	As the state’s preeminent newspaper and as the voice of the Anaconda Company, the Anaconda Standard exerted the full force of its authority and influence on the financial and political matters in the state. Daly was 
	known to instruct his editors to pull out all the stops when confronting a rival businessman or promoting the interests of his industries. Many of the smaller papers in the state took their cue from the powerful Anaconda Standard, ensuring that the public, local and state governments, and federal officials paid attention to its views. 
	In its approach to Indian-related issues, the Anaconda Standard was very much in line with the federal attitude toward Indians at the time: tribal peoples needed to be “bettered” through the processes of “civilizing” them and divesting them of their tribal ways. Until they could be assimilated, the government felt, Indians should be kept on the reservations where they could be controlled and gradually acculturated. However, one of the locations where different groups of landless Cree and Chippewa Indians fr
	The situation distressed the Anaconda Standard to such an extent that the paper became almost completely intolerant of these homeless individuals and frequently attacked them. Between 1889 and 1916 (the year that the Rocky Boy Reservation was finally established), the Anaconda Standard was a vociferous critic of the a freely mobile Indian population, often magnifying or exaggerating the negative qualities or actions of landless Indians.
	The outcome, of course, was that white Montanans generally perceived landless Indians as an ever-hovering threat—economically, socially, morally, and physically—and pushed for deportation of all landless Indians, regardless of national origin, to Canada. In 1896 they succeeded, only to have the deported Indians return and rebuild their communities. When the landless Indians had chances of acquiring a reservation or allotments of their own, the press spoke loudly against the loss of the public domain to Indi
	Figure
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
	 •  • •  
	“Without Country or Tribe” (newspaper article), Fort Benton River Press, June 26, 1889 (page 4).
	“The Uplift of the Indian: A Practical Experiment” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, April 4, 1909 (page 1).  
	Excerpt from Gov. Norris’s submission to the book Stories of the States (essay) sent to Joe Mitchell, editor of The National Magazine. Prepared by the governor’s secretary for Gov. Norris. March 11, 1910. MHS MC 35:16/7 Montana Governors Papers.
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. What are the three main groups who made up the landless Indians, and where did each group come from?
	2. Why did the press tend to refer to all three groups as Cree?
	3. “Without Country or Tribe” alleges that the landless people “recognize no government as theirs and acknowledge no tribal relations.” What evidence does it present to support this?
	4. How does the article from the Fort Benton River Press characterize the Métis (people of mixed heritage), and how are some of these depictions based on a belief in the racial inferiority of the “Indians”? 
	5. What do the last two sentences in “Without Country or Tribe” imply, in your interpretation?
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
	 • “ • P • IP • T1 • C
	Queer Spots In and About Butte: The Cree Village” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, May 27, 1906.
	lains Cree Indian Family by Fred Peeso (photograph), 1906, near Butte, MT, MHS PAc 955-698 Peeso Collection.
	ndians Near Butte by John Babtist (photograph), 1900, courtesy Historic Photo Archives, Portland, Oregon. hotograph #9104-53 (00279). 
	wo Indian Men and Saddle, Indian Mother and Baby, and Indian Woman and Tent (three photographs), circa 905, near Birdseye, MT, MHS PAc 85-29, Underseth Collection.
	ree Moss Bag (replica), MHS artifact 2004.80.01.
	HISTORICAL NOTES: 
	The Anaconda Standard was Montana’s premier newspaper and the mouthpiece of the Anaconda Company. The paper published many articles on landless Indians, almost all of which were harshly critical and full of stereotypes. Such articles promoted stereotypes and fueled anti-Indian prejudices among the paper’s white readers. 
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. Where did the Cree Indians in the Butte area live?
	2. Describe their homes according to the article.
	3. According to the article, what did these Indians eat, and where did they get their food? How was their food stored?
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Plains Cree Indian Family. By Fred Peeso. Near Butte, Montana, 1906.  MHS PAc 955-699, Peeso Collection.
	Indians Near Butte. Photo by John Babtist, 1900. Used with permission from the Historic Photo Archives, Portland, Oregon. Photo 9104-53 (00279).
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
	 • J •  •  • 
	im Gopher Oral History (excerpt), 1995, MHS OH 542, part of the Métis Cultural Recovery oral history collection.
	Crow Indians Ice Detail (photograph), photographer unknown, circa 1905, MHS PAc 955-789 Marcyes Collection.
	Superintendent W. W. Scott of Crow Agency, to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. (letter), May 7, 1912, MHS RS 266:14/2 Mont. Indian Hist. Jurisdiction Study.
	Paul Bruner Oral History (excerpt), January 19, 1995, MHS OH 1897, from the Métis Cultural Recovery oral history collection.
	HISTORICAL NOTES: 
	Former Indian Agent F. D. Pease at the Crow Reservation had noted as early as 1890 the presence of Cree and other landless Indians on the Crow Reservation and had recommended that they be given allotments there. The federal government did not act on his recommendation, and when reservation was allotted, surplus lands were given to white settlers.  
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. To what tribe does the Gopher family belong?
	2. Why did Chief Plenty Coups go to Washington, D.C., in 1904?
	3. Why did Cree families, like the Gophers, leave the Crow Reservation and go to Browning (on the Blackfeet Reservation)? 
	4. Where/how did the Cree families get food and supplies while camped at Fort Assinniboine? (List two sources.)
	Figure
	Continued, next page
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	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES: 
	 •  • ( •  •  • 
	The Cree Indian Nuisance” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, December 7, 1900 (page 11).
	“Resistance…” (newspaper editorial), Anaconda Standard, May 12, 1901page 20).
	“The Ishmaelites of the Prairie” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, June 17, 1901 (page 20).
	Wells’ Family Home (photograph), ca. 1880s, Lewistown, MT, MHS 945-559.
	Latrays, Lefferts, Charettes, and Rasors (photograph), ca. 1901, Maiden, MT, courtesy of Métis Cousins.
	HISTORICAL NOTES: 
	The Crees referred to in “The Cree Indian Nuisance” may have been Métis, who had several small communities on the Rocky Mountain Front, or they may have been Cree families wintering there. Historical accounts note that the groups of landless Indians who moved seasonally sometimes overlapped with one another at the same locations. Some of the Métis were less mobile than other landless people, as many of these families intended to establish permanent farming communities. The press seldom distinguished between
	Augustus Heinze, alluded to in “Resistance...” was a businessman who literally undermined the mines belonging to the Anaconda Company. Heinze was reviled by the Anaconda Company-owned newspaper.
	Tom Power, also mentioned in this article, was a senator and buisinessman from Helena who supported Thomas Miles’s efforts to convince the government to deport the Cree in the 1890s.
	The “white man’s burden” refers to the belief that white society had a responsibility to “civilize” other groups (most notably American Indians, Asians, and Africans) becuase of an assumed status of racial and cultural superiority. 
	QUESTIONS:  
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. In “The Cree Indian Nuisance,” Cree Indians were shown camped in the forest reserves, part of the public domain not open for settlement by homesteaders. How might these Cree people have responded to the article’s point of view? 
	2. What words and phrases in “The Cree Indian Nuisance” reflect racist views?
	3. Why would the ranchers have feared landless Cree would kill and eat their stock? Why did the landless Indians and Métis sometimes resort to killing livestock? (Consider in your reply the impact on wildlife populations between 1850 and 1920 as fur traders, explorers, miners, ranchers, and homesteaders moved into Montana and the West.)
	4. Describe the dwellings and clothing in the two historical photographs. Be specific.
	5. What stereotypes about Indians in general does the article “Resistance…” set up in the first couple of paragraphs? Cite specific words and phrases that contribute to this stereotype.
	6. What actions does this article report the Cree have taken on their own behalf, and what reasons do they purportedly give for not belonging to the nation of Canada?
	  7. “Resistance…” ends with a lengthy description of life in the dumps, claiming that for the Crees this is “paradise regained, the real unadulterated Garden of Eden…” Find and list three examples of irony or sarcasm on the last page of this article. What was the author’s purpose in using this kind of language?
	Figure
	  
	Gabriel Dumont came to Montana in 1885 to encourage Louis Riel to come to Canada and assist him in establishing a government and territory for the Métis there. At the time, Louis Riel was teaching at St. Peter’s Mission School west of Cascade. Riel was a well-known figure in Montana Territory. He tried to get citizenship and voting rights for the Métis, wrote letters to the paper for their cause, and made friends with many of Helena’s citizens and city officials. Riel lived in Helena for a short time and du
	Dumont fled to Montana after the rebellion, fearing retribution. The Montana Historical Society has some of his letters expressing his concerns about his own safety if he should return to Canada, which he did around 1890. He died peacefully in Batoche, Saskatchewan, Canada, in 1906.
	Figure
	Saddle, with elaborate Métis beading, used by Gabriel Dumont. Made in 1870.MHS artifact x1964.16.01.
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES:
	 •  •  •  •  • 
	“Good Riddance to Them” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, July 25, 1909 (page 28). 
	Land Commissioner S. Auker to Gov. Norris (letter and transcript), July 17, 1908, MHS MC 35:316-1, Montana Governors Papers.
	“Thanks to the Hills” (transcribed newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, October 29, 1909 (page 14).
	“Rocky Boy Indian Lands Open for Settlement” (newspaper article), Chicago Suburbanite Economist, Chicago, Illinois, February 18, 1910 (page 7).
	Photographs: Landless Indians on Montana’s Reservation, with Andrew Valler, … Wife and Children, Flathead Reservation, Frank Linderman Collection, courtesy Archives of the Mansfield Library, University of Montana, #007-VIII-197; and Quilled Moccasins, 1880, MHS artifact x1900.03.11 from W.A. Clark, the Mary Ronan Indian Collection. 
	HISTORICAL NOTES: 
	In 1909, the Department of the Interior ordered a census of Rocky Boy’s band. Afterward, Senator Dixon of Montana urged Congress to appropriate funds for the establishment of a 1.2 million-acre reservation in northeast Montana for the Chippewas and Crees. A few years earlier these lands (in what was then Valley County) had been held back from settlement by whites; nevertheless, hundreds of white squatters (illegal settlers) had moved there and started farming. White settlers, at the encouragement of the own
	QUESTIONS: 
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. As you read “Good Riddance to Them,” list here at least 10 of the 20 terms (nouns, adjectives, phrases) used to depict Rocky Boy and his band. How would you categorize these terms: positive, neutral, or negative?
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES:
	 •  •  •  • 
	“Little Bear Is Poor But He Is Also Proud” (newspaper article), Anaconda Standard, November 15, 1905 (page13). 
	Little Bear, 1895 (photograph), “Presented by Taylor the photographer,” MHS Pac 955-679.
	“A Rocky Outfit” (newspaper editorial), Anaconda Standard, December 12, 1911 (page 6).
	“Rocky Boy in Ill Fortune” (newspaper article), Great Falls Daily Tribune, January 6, 1912 (page 6). 
	HISTORICAL CONTEXT: 
	Newspapers continued to shape public opinion about the landless Indians. While the Anaconda Standard continued to print negative stories about Rocky Boy and other groups, other papers printed more favorable stories. The editor of the Great Falls Daily Tribune, William M. Bole, traveled to Washington to speak on behalf of Rocky Boy and used the pages of his paper to promote sympathy among its readers. 
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. According to “Little Bear Is Poor But He Is Also Proud ...”, what does Little Bear want from the Canadian government if he and his band return? (List five things.)
	2. Where will Little Bear’s band live in the 1905-06 winter, and how will they survive?
	3. What negative stereotypes does “A Rocky Outfit” use to describe Rocky Boy’s band? (List and define the terms 
	used in the article.)
	DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES:
	 •  •  •  •  • 
	“Rocky Boy” by Joe Scheuerle (painting), (back, transcript), 1912, Blackfeet Res., MT, MHS L2008.03.07 (lent by the family of Joe Scheuerle).
	Charlie Russell and Friends, 1913 (photograph), July 4, 1913, Polson, MT, MHS PAc 2000-40.6.
	Chief Kenewash by Fritz Studio (photograph), undated, no location listed, MHS PAc 954-937.
	Denny family by Lucke (photograph), circa 1917, near Havre, MT, MHS PAc 955-701 Al Lucke Collection. 
	William Denny Sr. Oral History (excerpt), 1983, OH 543 William Denny Sr. interview, part of the Métis Cultural Recovery oral history collection, MHS. 
	EPILOGUE: 
	Rocky Boy’s band of Chippewas and Little Bear’s Cree band were granted a small reservation on government lands near Fort Assinniboine in 1916, after much negotiation and against significant resistance. Many of the landless Indians, Chippewas and Crees alike, were excluded from the rolls at this new reservation. Likewise, many Métis were not included. Since that time, these families have continued living in communities throughout Montana, often experiencing social persecution as Indians or mixed-bloods witho
	Rocky Boy died shortly before President Woodrow Wilson signed the executive order authorizing the reservation he and his fellow landless Indians had spent three decades working so hard to obtain. The Rocky Boy Reservation is the smallest reservation in Montana. 
	QUESTIONS:
	Questions, unless otherwise noted, do not need to be answered in complete sentences.
	1. Where and when was William Denny born?
	2. At the time of his birth, where did his father, James Denny, work?
	3. Where else did the Denny family live before the families moved to the Rocky Boy Reservation?
	Essential Understanding 1
	There is great diversity among the 12 tribal nations of Montana in their languages, cultures, histories, and governments. Each nation has a distinct and unique cultural heritage that contributes to modern Montana.
	Essential Understanding 2
	There is great diversity among individual American Indians as identity is developed, defined, and redefined by entities, organizations, and people. A continuum of Indian identity, unique to each individual, ranges from assimilated to traditional. There is no generic American Indian.
	Essential Understanding 3
	The ideologies of Native traditional beliefs and spirituality persist into modern-day life as tribal cultures, traditions, and languages are still practiced by many American Indian people and are incorporated into how tribes govern and manage their affairs. Additionally, each tribe has its own oral histories, which are as valid as written histories. These histories pre-date the “discovery” of North America.
	Essential Understanding 4
	Reservations are lands that have been reserved by the tribes for their own use through treaties, statutes, and executive orders and were not “given” to them. The principle that land should be acquired from the Indians only through their consent with treaties involved three assumptions:
	I. Both parties to treaties were sovereign powers.
	II. Indian tribes had some form of transferable title to the land.
	III. Acquisition of Indian lands was solely a government matter not to be left  to individual colonists.
	Essential Understanding 5
	There were many federal policies put into place throughout American history that have affected Indian people and still shape who they are today. Many of these policies conflicted with one another. Much of Indian history can be related through several major federal policy periods:
	Colonization Period 1492–1800s
	Treaty Period 1789–1871
	Allotment Period 1887–1934 (Allotment and Boarding School Period 1879–1934)
	Tribal Reorganization Period 1934–1958
	Termination and Relocation Period 1953–1971
	Self-determination 1968–Present
	Essential Understanding 6
	History is a story most often related through the subjective experience of the teller. With the inclusion of more and varied voices, histories are being rediscovered and revised. History told from Indian perspectives frequently conflicts with the stories mainstream historians tell.
	Essential Understanding 7
	Under the American legal system, Indian tribes have sovereign powers, separate and independent from federal and state governments. However, the extent and breadth of tribal sovereignty is not the same for each tribe.




